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Summary of Findings 
 Eighteen of 20 home security system dealer and installer sources 

said ADT Corp. (ADT) and other traditional security companies still 
are not losing sales or customers to upstart cable and telco home 
automation offerings. This is consistent with findings from Blueshift 
Research’s May 29 report. 

 Sixteen sources noted a significant marketing increase from cable 
and telco competitors in the last three months. These advertising 
efforts have raised customer awareness and have played a role in 
increasing four sources’ own sales year to year, all without having 
to expand their own marketing. 

 Cable/telco companies’ offerings are limited to home automation 
and viewed as more of a novelty than a true protection system. 
Their products also are lower quality and are missing key 
components such as video verification. Cable companies must 
contend with a poor customer service reputation as well. 

 Although industrywide competition is expected to intensify, only 
three sources foresee decreased profitability for traditional players 
and, as such, are ramping up promotions and discounts, such as 
free installation. Small, local vendors will be hurt most by the new 
competition, with industry consolidation a possible outcome. 

 Nine sources said cable and telco customers are new to the 
market and are not switching from established security players, 
thus growing the total addressable market. 

 ADT was lauded for its quality product, technology, reliability, and 
brand name and reputation. Several detractors called it overrated 
with a price higher than its value. 

 ADT’s Pulse was described as an add-on, rather than a must-have, 
service. Demand for Pulse has been low among existing ADT 
customers. However, the home automation product allows ADT to 
keep pace with and to counter cable/telco offerings. 
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Research Question: 

Will new home automation and security offerings from cable and telecommunications 
companies erode ADT’s competitive position? 

Silo Summaries 
1) HOME SECURITY SYSTEM DEALERS 
Twelve of 14 sources (including five who work with ADT 
products) have noticed an increase in cable/telco 
marketing in the past three months, but said these 
efforts have not resulted in any significant losses in 
their own sales or subscribers. In fact, four sources said 
new entrants’ advertisements have helped to increase 
their own sales between 5% and 50%.  
Only two sources said they have increased their 
marketing efforts in order to better compete with 
cable/telco companies, including one source who said 
profitability has dropped as a result of the promotions 
and discounts.  
Sources are not overly concerned about newcomers, 
whose products and services continue to lack key 
features such as video verification, are prone to false 
alarms, are likely to disappoint once “bells and 
whistles” lose their luster, and will fail to deliver the 
cost savings touted by promotions.  
Almost one-half of sources said subscribers to 
cable/telco products are new to the home 
automation/security market. Sources are confident 
these new customers eventually will trade up to a true 
security package, growing the addressable market.  
No source had noted an increase in or threat from the 
DIY home security or automation market. 
 
2) HOME SECURITY SYSTEM INSTALLERS 
Four of six sources reported seeing increased 
advertising from cable and telco companies in the past 
three months, though none said they had lost sales to 
the newcomers.  
Two sources have increased marketing and promotional 
efforts in order to compete, and expect decreased 
profitability as a result of the special offers and 
installation fee cuts.  
Customers choosing cable/telco options are new to the 
industry rather than a former client of established 
players—raising the total addressable market and 
offering the potential for them to trade up to security 
firms.  
ADT fares well with its reputation, reliability and overall 
quality. Its Pulse product is slowly catching on but is not 
in high demand from existing ADT customers.  
Three sources also said those that leave ADT typically 
return one to two years later after realizing the 
incremental cost savings or new technology that lured 
them away was not worthwhile. 
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Home Security: ADT Corp. 

Background 
ADT’s third-quarter earnings call showed a 2.3% increase in revenue year to year, backed by the success of ADT Pulse 
package. ADT Pulse reported a take rate of 38.5% in the residential sales channel (an 18% gain year to year) and of nearly 
30% in the small business sales channel (a 19% improvement). ADT’s recent acquisition of Devcon Security added 117,000 
quality-monitored accounts, including residential, homeowner’s association, and small-business customers, thus increasing 
its penetration in the home automation sector. 
 
Competition continues to rise. Services like Comcast Corp.’s (CMCSA) Xfinity Home and Time Warner Cable Inc.’s (TWC) 
IntelligentHome offer smartphone- and tablet-accessible options and bundle home automation with phone, cable, and 
Internet services. iControl Networks Inc., a home automation software provider, launched an Android app developer program 
for tracking family members, as well as weather and traffic information; this is expected to aid cable operators’ reach into 
home automated and security services. 
 
Twelve of 14 dealer sources for Blueshift Research’s May 29 report said cable/telco home security products were not taking 
share from ADT and other traditional home security companies. They also questioned cable/telco companies’ expertise in 
home security, the dependability of their wireless connections, their employee background checks, their response time, and 
their customer service. Most importantly, sources stressed that cable/telco products offer video surveillance rather than 
video security. Sources also praised ADT Pulse. 
 
 
CURRENT RESEARCH 
In this next study, Blueshift Research assessed whether cable and telco offerings have gained any momentum in the last 
three months in their fight to take share from ADT and other traditional home security companies. We employed our pattern 
mining approach to establish three independent silos: 

1) Home security system dealers (14, including 5 who work with ADT products) 
2) Home security system installers (6, including 4 who work with ADT products) 
3) Secondary sources (6) 

 
We interviewed 20 primary sources, including 13 repeat sources, and identified six of the most relevant secondary sources 
focused on audio and video verification, a rapidly increasing number of competitors offering DIY home automation systems, 
and ADT as the leader in professional home security products. 
 
 

Next Steps 
Blueshift Research’s next report will add a silo of cable/telco installers to gauge their new equipment installations and their 
customer base (clients new to home security or switching from traditional vendors). This also will allow us to compare the 
installers’ professionalism and technical knowledge to that of the security firm installers. We will consider adding a 
homeowner silo (new and established customers) for their opinions on the two competing services. Finally, we will track 
promotions and discounts from traditional home security companies and their effect on profitability. 
 
 

Silos 
 
1) HOME SECURITY SYSTEM DEALERS 
Twelve of 14 sources (including five who work with ADT products) have noticed an increase in cable/telco marketing in the 
past three months, but said these efforts have not resulted in any significant losses in their own sales or subscribers. In fact, 
four sources said new entrants’ advertisements have helped to increase their own sales between 5% and 50%. Only two 
sources said they have increased their marketing efforts in order to better compete with cable/telco companies, including 
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one source who said profitability has dropped as a result of the promotions and discounts. Sources believe competition will 
remain heated, both from within and from new entrants, and said smaller, local vendors are most at risk of being squeezed 
out of the market or acquired. Sources are not overly concerned about newcomers, whose products and services continue to 
lack key features such as video verification, are prone to false alarms, are likely to disappoint once “bells and whistles” lose 
their luster, and will fail to deliver the cost savings touted by promotions. Almost one-half of sources said subscribers to 
cable/telco products are new to the home automation/security market. Sources are confident these new customers 
eventually will trade up to a true security package, growing the addressable market. ADT stands out for its brand recognition, 
quality security offering, and professional delivery, but three sources said ADT was overrated and priced too high for what it 
delivers. ADT Pulse was deemed an add-on rather than a must-have service, and is not an easy sell. Still, cable/telco 
marketing is increasing the appeal of automation technology. Cable/telco companies continue to be dogged by their 
reputation for poor customer service and the lack of confidence in their ability to deliver home security products. No source 
had noted an increase in or threat from the DIY home security or automation market. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 

- 12 of 14: Increased marketing presence from cable and telco companies compared with three months ago. 
- 12: No negative effect on their own business as a result of this increased marketing. 

o 4: Posted sales increases, not completely attributed to cable/telco but related to new entrants raising 
awareness. 

- 2: Increasing their own marketing spending/promotions as a result of cable/telco presence. 
o 1: Cable/telco affecting profitability because of need to increase promotions, discounts, giveaways. 

Competition 
- 10: Competition will continue to increase and become more aggressive among traditional players and new entrants. 
- 6: Expect to see consolidation of small, local vendors that will lose out as traditional and cable/telco battle. 
- 3: Cable/telco helping raise awareness for traditional products/services. 
- 8: Cable products are inferior to traditional security firms. 
- 0: Cable products are superior to traditional security firms. 
- 6: Cable attracting new customers to home security/automation market. 
- 0: Cable taking customers from traditional security firms. 
- 3: Demand for home security is up yy; 1 said it was 5% higher. 
- 4: Demand for home automation is up year to year; 1 said it was 5% to 10% higher. 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
- 7: ADT offers quality security, strong brand, professional service. 
- 3: ADT overrated, price too high for value, mediocre product. 
- 4: ADT attrition a combination of relocation, price; choosing local alternative instead. 
- 2: ADT Pulse gaining traction. 
- 6: ADT Pulse is an add-on service, not a must-have, slow to take off. 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
- 4: Good at automation. 
- 2: Low cost. 
- 2: Convenient, one-pay, bundle. 
- 2: Have size and resources. 
- 6: Cable company delivers poor service already, no reason automation service will be any different. 
- 7: Technology is poor and lacking security features like video verification. 

DIY 
- 0: DIY security systems growing, a threat to established players. 
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1. Founder of a Southwest ADT system dealer; repeat source  

Word of mouth on cable security may be unfairly bad, but it is making it easy for conventional security dealers to defuse 
potential competition. Momentum for ADT’s Pulse is faltering as new accounts cancel within a year. This represents a 
change from this source’s comments in May when he was more optimistic about the program taking off. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Local consumers have been reluctant to deepen their relationships with national cable operators in particular, weakening 
the appeal of cable-delivered security bundles. Interest in ADT’s Pulse was only beginning to ramp up among affluent and 
tech-savvy younger homeowners. DIY installation acts as an incentive to professional dealers to keep costs down and to 
innovate where possible. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “After we talked three months ago, Comcast launched new advertising to draw attention to their security systems. 

Initial response around here has been minimal as far as I can tell. It can’t be much worse than it was three months 
ago. Even a single signup would probably be a win compared to where they were.” 

 “What hasn’t changed is that people here hate the cable company. We are very eager to unbundle a bundle in order 
to reduce dependence on Comcast or anyone else. A lot of families around here cancel their cable television and still 
rely on a land phone, so why would they want to go to Comcast as their data provider? They’re not getting any kind of 
deal. Adding security to the package doesn’t make the deal much sweeter. That’s obviously not true for every family 
here—Comcast is still selling plenty of services—but it’s a big enough factor to mention.” 

 “The underlying tone on Comcast security or any new cable product is convincing people that the product is actually 
good. They need to gradually wear down resistance before people will even consider them. Until that happens, the 
assumption will be that the service is shoddy and that it’s really just a waste of money. That’s where we are right 
now. The service may actually be OK. I’ve never seen it. But the assumption 
will take a lot of time and effort to overcome. Longer than a year, definitely.” 

 “I am not noticing a lot of added marketing push to boost our competitive 
profile. That may be good or bad. We still advertise. We still run promotional 
offers. Our competitors seem to be advertising a little bit less, if anything, 
simply because they don’t seem to be doing very well.” 

Competition 
 “It’s not so much a competitive market as a situation where there are 

opportunities to expand at the expense of a competitor that’s tired or 
resource-constrained. This is a real mom-and-pop level territory, so if you’re 
running a security dealership, you’re mom or pop. Most likely you’re pop, 
and pop gets tired. He was probably close to retirement five years ago and 
now he’s hitting that point where you decide whether to keep the business 
going or not. Some keep it going. Some sell. Others are basically 
surrendering their accounts and retiring.” 

 “We are still consolidating the real old-school, independent business here 
into ADT. I think that’s different from a lot of areas where ADT has reached 
maximum growth and is on the defensive. Maybe the cable companies have 
an opportunity here to scoop up independent accounts as well as we do but 
their reputation is a negative for them so ADT—primarily—becomes the 
consolidator.” 

 “Maybe cable is slowing our growth by scooping up prospects before we get 
to them. But I don’t think so. They are definitely not stealing our business. I’m not closing a lot of accounts. I’m hiring 
another person to deal with the incoming accounts I have.” 

 “Demand for home security is probably up 5% in this area as people move in and the crime rate rises. Demand for 
automation is still in its baby stages. It might have actually plateaued for a little while, not growing at all or even 
shrinking as people try it out and don’t continue on with it.” 

 “I love ADT personally. It’s better than any franchise I could put together on my own in this business. Some people in 
the community may be complaining about incentives not being rich enough or the sales split not being perfect, but 
really? Would you get those sales with any other shield on your door?” 

After we talked three months 
ago, Comcast launched new 
advertising to draw attention to 
their security systems. Initial 
response around here has 
been minimal as far as I can 
tell. It can’t be much worse 
than it was three months ago. 
Even a single signup would 
probably be a win compared to 
where they were. … What 
hasn’t changed is that people 
here hate the cable company. 

Founder  
Southwest ADT System Dealer 
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Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “ADT is great. It’s the premium brand, the national brand. People know now that ADT means security that can grow 

and move with them across the country as need be. Is it more expensive than somebody’s uncle working out of a 
warehouse somewhere? Sure. But it’s modern and it’s bonded and it’s reliable. That’s what people pay for.” 

 “Pulse is a hard sell. It’s a little too slick, and people don’t see the value involved in basically doubling their security 
bill in order to watch everything from their phone. I can accept that it’s the toe in the door of moving our product line 
into a wired future, but that’s the future. In the present, people may try it when they sign up for the main monitoring 
package, and then I guarantee you 90% will cancel by the end of the year. 
Right now more people are probably canceling than are actually signing up. 
It will come but not now.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “People hate them so much I have never seen the system actually installed. 

I don’t know how reliable it is or how responsive it is in an emergency. 
Maybe it’s convenient. Maybe it’s easy for people in other cities to combine 
their monthly bills and forget about it. Maybe it’s actually really great 
service. But given the number of cable TV outages people suffer through 
around here, somehow I doubt that it’s all that great.” 

DIY 
 “This is always a factor for us, and I will actually look the other way if 

someone is really invested in doing his own wiring. What I will do is send a 
truck anyway to monitor and maybe provide a few tips so the whole family can learn the right way to do things, and 
we get an installation we can certify to ADT as something that works and respects the equipment. I’ll knock off a few 
dollars on installation—already a loss leader—to get the contract and make it up elsewhere. Normally the diehard do-
it-yourself crowd will go to the garage-style dealers anyway, so they’re not really using state-of-the-art equipment or 
monitoring. I’m happy to work with those homeowners in order to take the business away from the garage.” 

 “Is it more prevalent than it was? No. It’s declining as people get more used to professional service and younger 
people come up who never learned how to do this.” 

 
 

2. Founder of a multibrand Northwest security system dealer, including ADT; repeat source  

Despite increased visibility of cable/telecom security and home automation offerings in the last three months, the 
product still seems more exploratory than actual. Traditional security vendors are focusing their marketing efforts on 
challenging the new rivals’ service in order to peel dissatisfied customers away. Growing awareness of the need for home 
security and the sophistication of existing automation technology can only benefit entrenched leaders in the industry like 
ADT, despite this source’s low opinion of the company. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
New security products from cable/telco companies were not taking market share 
from traditional security vendors. Hardware manufacturers and local service 
companies will be the real winners of broadband providers’ entry into the home 
monitoring space, but legacy security firms that can match the technology will 
not be threatened. Any effort to expand the home automation market beyond its 
current niche will benefit all constituencies. Strategic M&A presents an 
overwhelmingly attractive opportunity. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “Three months ago I said nobody took Comcast seriously and the other 

potential entrants were drowning in delays and inconsistent marketing. Now 
I would say Comcast is spending a lot of money to tell people it sells home 
security systems and nobody is taking it seriously.” 

 “If Comcast is stealing sales from us, I really have no way to notice it. 
Everything I’ve heard about that product is that they bundle it right into the 
installation package when someone moves into a house or else they never 

Pulse is a hard sell. It’s a little 
too slick, and people don’t see 
the value involved in basically 
doubling their security bill in 
order to watch everything from 
their phone. 

Founder  
Southwest ADT System Dealer 

Three months ago I said 
nobody took Comcast seriously 
and the other potential 
entrants were drowning in 
delays and inconsistent 
marketing. Now I would say 
Comcast is spending a lot of 
money to tell people it sells 
home security systems and 
nobody is taking it seriously. 

Founder  
Multibrand Security System Dealer 

Northwest 
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bundle it in. It just isn’t getting any real take-up as an add-on to existing subscriber packages. So what that tells me 
is that if I’m seeing a big decline in the number of move-in installations I’m selling into, maybe Comcast is stealing 
my sales. I’m not seeing that kind of decline so unless there’s been a huge boom in people moving to this area that I 
wasn’t aware of and they’re all going to Comcast, we look pretty safe.” 

 “People who know security systems have much higher standards than someone checking a box on a cable company 
bundle. That means that in addition to new move-ins, Comcast seems to only be signing people who are brand-new 
to the security market. Maybe they just barely hit that time in their lives when they want this service and can afford it, 
but more realistically it’s people who never would have signed on with us and are only agreeing to the package as a 
novelty. They weren’t our crowd. Maybe they will become our crowd when it’s time to renew and they get serious 
about soliciting bids from real companies.” 

 “So far we are not seeing much in the way of new promotional incentives to deal with this. That’s probably because 
any customers Comcast is getting haven’t been there long enough to get frustrated. We will probably try to promote 
them away next summer. What I am doing is stepping up what I call ‘quality’ marketing messages: go with proven 
equipment and a bonded service provider because X, Y and Z avoid untested alternatives that may look cheaper but 
are actually worthless when it comes to doing their job.” 

Competition 
 “I don’t see these companies as competitors. They occupy the same place 

in the household ledger as a security company, but I’m not convinced these 
households ever had a line item for security to begin with. Going forward, 
now there is that line item and we can compete for it. In other words, these 
companies have done our marketing outreach for us. We just have to 
establish ourselves as the best provider for that dollar.” 

 “Overall competition is what I’d call lively but not cutthroat. We are not 
ruthlessly attacking each other for every account. We are not fighting to 
survive. In that respect competition is easing compared to four, five years 
ago when the housing markets were frozen and families were cutting every 
possible expense. Now we passively advertise our value and let people who 
are considering making a change come to us.” 

 “Competition might heat up when the easy wins from what we might call 
walking-dead dealerships have been wrung out of the market and the 
strong players left behind need to outhunt more vigorous ones.” 

 “I’d say we’re getting the same number of calls as we did this time last 
year. Automation is becoming a bigger piece of the conversation, but that 
just means more calls that touch on automation and remote monitoring. We 
aren’t getting any calls simply for automation.” 

 “I am not actually a huge ADT fan. We stock the equipment and will hook 
people up with it because the brand buys a lot of window shoppers, and 
then we can lay out the Honeywell, [United Technologies Corp.’s/UTX] GE 
Security, the Bosch [Robert Bosch GmbH] and let people compare for themselves. But I’m not going to give up ADT 
on the shelf any time soon.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “ADT is overrated. You can see it in the way dealers demand bigger and bigger commissions just to pitch the 

systems. If it was just flying off the shelves on its own, we’d be happy. It’s not terrible technology, but it’s not really 
value for price.” 

 “Price is the reason we don’t sell ADT any harder than we’re paid to sell it. The hardware is fine. The monitoring 
contracts are a lot more expensive than they have to be, and that’s where the attrition comes in. People get used to 
having a secure home and then look around and see they can get comparable service for easily 35% less money per 
year. Is ADT worth that much, or are they suckers? ADT is its own worst competitor because it creates that budget 
item—that household need—called ‘security’ and then ensures that someone else will come out on top of the list of 
providers.” 

 “People want value for price: either the best and most expensive service solution or a cheaper solution that’s still 
good enough. ADT is good enough and expensive. What they have going for them is their brand, which people 
associate with security and gets people to come in the door.” 

I love these products for getting 
people used to the idea of 
home automation. I’m happy to 
forgo a year or two of fees in 
order to have these households 
addicted to the parts of these 
systems that work and eager to 
move up to something better. 
So I’d say the offering here is 
good enough to prime the 
pump but not really good 
enough to compete on its own. 
It’s like training wheels for the 
real thing. 

Founder  
Multibrand Security System Dealer 

Northwest 
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 “I am pushing back a bit on Pulse because as yet the product doesn’t make sense, and I hate to oversell something 
that will only be returned worse for wear in five or six months. What people want is home security where the baseline 
level of interaction is already on the mobile device. That’s what every other vendor already offers as a free option. 
ADT uses it as a profit center. I’m not a fan.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “I love these products for getting people used to the idea of home automation. I’m happy to forgo a year or two of 

fees in order to have these households addicted to the parts of these systems that work and eager to move up to 
something better. So I’d say the offering here is good enough to prime the pump but not really good enough to 
compete on its own. It’s like training wheels for the real thing. All they can do is watch their house on TV. I can turn 
lights on and off on a complex schedule, manipulate power use, open and close doors.” 

DIY 
 “I see this more often in the automation segment because that’s not dependent on an outside monitoring and 

emergency services connection. It’s like installing your own dimmer switch—only, of course, more advanced. More 
people can install their own dimmers than can contract their own monitoring service. In terms of security, I think just 
about everybody knows that you’re really paying for the service to come into your home and install all the hardware 
they need to do their work. It’s like cable TV, ironically enough. Nobody installs their own cable because the cable box 
is just a pretext for turning on the service.” 

 “DIY is not a factor in security. In automation, it is actually a threat because every household there is a pretty big 
piece of the existing market.” 

 
 

3. Account executive for a security system dealer in the Southeast, including ADT; repeat source  

Smart cable/telecom operators already are moving away from security-oriented propositions to instead focus on home 
automation. Even automation claims are overstated, leaving these companies exposed to significant backlash from 
disappointed subscribers. Products will need to be completely retooled to create anything more than a fleeting 
competitive threat to traditional vendors. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Comcast was in the lead of broadband vendors moving into the security space, but all IP security products were 
described as fundamentally flawed. Customers were expected to migrate away from these new vendors after the first 
major outage. Viable competitors likely would shift away from security-oriented claims to focus on home automation, 
especially as consumer-facing smart grid applications come online. DIY installation was a niche threat at worst. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “They are definitely making their presence known. I think that’s healthy. Cox 

[Enterprises Inc.] in particular has finally joined the party and is selling a 
bundled IP security solution. Three months ago all of these products were 
still on the very far edge of visibility. Now they’re out there and people are 
undoubtedly taking notice. Fortunately for us, they’re just not very good 
products.” 

 “I’m not terribly worried about any sales I’m losing to these companies 
because those customers will be right back with us in six months to a year, 
and they’ll be more loyal than ever after their flirtation with an inferior 
product. But I don’t think I’m losing any sales to these companies. Our 
retention hasn’t gone down at all—in fact, it’s gone up—and our pipeline 
seems healthy. Maybe other people are losing sales to these companies. 
That’s great. It weakens the other security dealerships, and ultimately we’ll 
get a share of these customers.” 

 “We are not bending over backward to keep people out of Comcast’s 
clutches, and I doubt anyone else is doing so. Based on the promotions the wholesalers are passing on to us, I don’t 
see the industry bending over backward either—so no huge new marketing spend and no real concessions biting into 
profits. I think we’re more focused on fighting each other. That may be a mistake, but I doubt it.” 

Competition 

I’m not terribly worried about 
any sales I’m losing to these 
companies because those 
customers will be right back 
with us in six months to a year, 
and they’ll be more loyal than 
ever after their flirtation with an 
inferior product. 

Account Executive  
Security System Dealer, Southeast 
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 “Competition among traditional vendors is already aggressive enough to keep product innovation levels high and 
service relatively strong. Not every vendor is a star, of course, but on the whole if your products don’t perform as 
advertised you don’t survive and it’s not an issue. And if your products don’t at least theoretically support some level 
of mobile monitoring and control, you’re rapidly becoming irrelevant to the industry. These are facts. As people fall by 
the wayside, competition will remain aggressive. It might even accelerate if for some reason a large entity decides it 
needs to win accounts quickly or else take them from weakened competitors.” 

 “I’d think most people going to cable or telecom are new to the security world because who else would go that way if 
they knew how the system actually worked? If you are moving from traditional security to a broadband solution, you 
must really trust broadband more than anyone I’ve ever met. Everyone who works in an office knows networks go 
down all the time. Do you really want to embrace that kind of environment as your security system?” 

 “Why I’m so confident is that IP security doesn’t work. It hasn’t been thought through. Broadband connections in 
residential get interrupted all the time. They hiccup, they cut out for a second or two as the modem needs a reset. 
Security equipment isn’t really set up for the intermittent interruption. It takes awhile for the systems to reset and 
rearm. Think of your cable box when it needs a reboot. Do you want your security system to go through that process 
when you’re trying to get in or out?” 

 “People know their cable connection behaves like this. The phone vendors have a somewhat better time because 
the dial tone and its power are uninterruptible. That’s why our systems use the phone line, actually. But here’s the 
thing: The phone vendors don’t make claims for security. They sell their systems primarily as fun home monitoring 
systems, see who’s at the front door by routing the camera to your phone. These are automation plays from Verizon 
[Communications Inc./VZ] and AT&T [Inc./T], not so much security plays.” 

 “We’ll see the cable companies adopt a similar branding strategy after their first big outage when people are trapped 
in their homes while the systems reboot. Suddenly this stops being a lifeline service and starts being an 
entertainment novelty, a fun high-tech thing. They’re welcome to that business. And by then it will be too late for 
them to make serious inroads on our business.” 

 “Contract flow in security and mixed security/automation products is up 
maybe 5% to 10% over last year as we digest a former competitor and take 
over the prospect book there. We have been dripping on some homeowners 
for four years now, and sometimes they actually agree to sign up. That’s 
what it’s all about. Whether we’re losing more of those prospects or failing 
to convert our share of prospects, I don’t know. I don’t think so.” 

 “Automation itself is not a standalone product. It costs too much to be a 
sale in itself, and if you’re wiring the house, you’d might as well wire for 
security if you haven’t already. Security is the killer app for the intelligent 
house. Everything else is a novelty.” 

 “We will keep selling ADT as long as people keep asking to see the systems. 
We do sell quite a bit of it. It’s good to have it around as a comparison 
piece.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “ADT is great technology, a great monitoring solution but not really innovative. They’re reactionary. In some ways they 

define the mainstream because they own, what, 25% of the total market across the United States? The next biggest 
competitor has maybe a fifth of that share, so the Vivints [Vivint Inc.] of the world have to innovate around 
sophisticated automation, all-in-one mobile control, cutting-edge things like that in order to make their name. From 
the hardware side, ADT is nothing much.” 

 “Pulse looks sexy, but it’s more expensive than it needs to be. Remember, the goal of wiring the home is to give you 
those security cameras and that keypad. Moving the keypad to the cell phone is not a core feature that people will 
double their monthly spend to get. It’s an increasingly necessary differentiator or, rather, a must-have feature that 
you practically need to offer just to keep up. ADT makes the mistake of thinking they’re selling you a luxury when 
Pulse should really be the new normal. Seasoned security customers want this capability, and they will simply buy a 
system that has it imbedded natively rather than pay ADT extra.” 

 “Migrating to native mobile and skipping the Pulse conversation is actually a big reason people dump ADT. They’re 
simply tired of paying extra for something everyone else gets as part of the all-in-one package. Pricing in general is 
tricky for ADT. And when they fail, they fail so spectacularly that customers are livid and will never come back.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 

We will keep selling ADT as 
long as people keep asking to 
see the systems. We do sell 
quite a bit of it. It’s good to 
have it around as a comparison 
piece. 

Account Executive  
Security System Dealer, Southeast 
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 “The issue with the way these are marketed is that Comcast, for example, claims they offer security and control for 
one low price, $99 install, $30 or so a month. That looks comparable to ADT pricing for an ADT plus Pulse package. 
Unfortunately, what they don’t tell you is control is extra. The packages start at $200 to $300 for a minimal camera 
on the thermostat solution and ramp up from there. They aren’t real full-control environments. They’re toys. And 
that’s trouble if they decide to focus on control as their core pitch.” 

DIY 
 “We get calls from people who screwed up their system. As a vendor-agnostic shop, we can work with them and 

maybe get things up and running like they should, but it will end up costing about what it would have if we’d been 
involved from the beginning.” 

 “I’d say this is tapering off a little although it was already pretty rare. If people try this they tend to be very expert, and 
we never hear about it.” 

 
 

4. President of a Rocky Mountain ADT system dealer; repeat source  

Comcast has stepped up its marketing efforts since May, but this is only making it easier to sell ADT’s Pulse into 
households that would otherwise have ignored it as an exotic novelty. Pulse is a relatively sticky product, giving ADT a way 
to retain subscribers in the face of new and existing competitors. Ultimately, automation and mobile home control are the 
future of the industry, but adoption will be slow. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Although Comcast did offer home security services in the region, it was not aggressively promoting them, and no other 
nontraditional vendor had surfaced. Comcast’s technology appeared to be a copy of ADT’s Pulse and was unlikely to 
capture the interest of existing ADT customers. Pulse itself was a nice way to attract customers from less-innovative 
security companies, but no concerted efforts were being made to convert existing accounts. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “I’m seeing a lot more Comcast ads over the last three months. They’re 

really pushing this as the fourth leg in the triple bundle, maybe because 
phone is dying, TV is under pressure from cord-cutting, and they need 
another product to keep things moving. Verizon is not big around here, but I 
hear they are also pushing their solution.” 

 “I don’t think I’m losing anyone to these products. The nice thing is they’re 
priced about where our offers are priced, so there’s no cost hurdle I would 
have to leap to keep someone from going to one of these products. And the 
overall functionality seems similar even if piece by piece they’re delivering 
an inferior product. They have the mobile piece and the home control; we 
have Pulse. They have security; we have security. They charge $99 for 
installation and $35 to $40 a month; we can match that.” 

 “Profitability is not taking a direct hit because I’m not discounting to keep 
people. I might be paying more to identify and capture new customers 
because I’m competing directly with Comcast, but it’s too early to say.” 

 “Security companies without a Pulse-type solution are in trouble because 
suddenly they need to build one or else compete exclusively on price, which means endless discounts and a race to 
the bottom. That’s fine with me. Let them work to catch up. This puts added pressure on them to do so.” 

Competition 
 “The market is healthy but extremely fragmented, which creates a lot of unnecessary competition and struggle for 

accounts. Too many cooks spoils the broth and definitely puts pressure on pricing. We have been basically handing 
out installation for 30% of what it costs us in labor simply because everyone else is doing it, so we eat the cost. 
Everyone eats the cost.” 

 “Things will get worse before they get better. What we have now is an industry of survivors. We’ve all lived through 
the worst market correction in living memory, and now we chip away at each other until some real economies of 
scale can emerge.” 

Profitability is not taking a 
direct hit because I’m not 
discounting to keep people. I 
might be paying more to 
identify and capture new 
customers because I’m 
competing directly with 
Comcast, but it’s too early to 
say. 

President  
Rocky Mountain ADT System Dealer 
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 “ADT is big but can easily double its size. The niche vendors are truly niche size. There is no bulge bracket. Creating 
that bulge bracket will unleash competitive forces and possibly knock industry-average monthly rates down 20% to 
30% before they can rise again.” 

 “Anyone getting security from Comcast is new to the market or else trading 
up from a low-cost alternative. In either case, I don’t see them staying there 
long. They’re either inexperienced or just plain fickle.” 

 “Our sales are up by a healthy amount, and recurring revenue that runs 
through us is up as well. That’s mostly security, but I am a big backer of 
Pulse so we’re moving a lot of automation too.” 

 “I personally love the ADT world and would not change.” 
Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “Where ADT shines is the ability to provide technology that’s just a little 

ahead of the marketplace. People don’t demand Pulse because they don’t 
really understand the joy of running your house from your phone. They’re 
lucky if they can set their DVR remotely, much less let the babysitter in the 
door and lock it again. It’s like the first VCRs, like the first DVRs. … It will take a few years to really get critical mass, 
but when it does, it’s the future. It will be the status quo. Companies that don’t have it will be extinct.” 

 “Adoption on Pulse is still low, maybe 10% of our total install base, but I’ve got it up to 30% of our new wins. I can 
explain it, be that friend who is the early adopter and shows you around TiVo for the first time. Once they try Pulse, 
they’re more inclined to stay with us than they would be otherwise, purely because it’s a relatively unusual offering.” 

 “Attrition is largely due to people moving—about half of it—and people who 
are naturally fickle and are jumping to a lower-cost offer elsewhere. ADT is 
not the low-cost player. This is a premium brand. I think it’s worth it 
because the service is as close to flawless as you will get.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “I imagine it’s convenient and less scary to only have one workman in your 

house to set up all the systems at once. Maybe some people like having 
one bill for three or four services. I doubt there’s a real cost savings for 
taking the whole triple or quadruple play.” 

 “What I like about Comcast coming in is they’re running all kinds of 
commercials with the home remote, people pushing buttons and turning on 
lights, opening doors, turning up the heat. I love that because it makes my 
job easier. When I bring out Pulse, the eyes widen now; they say, ‘Oh, you 
have that!’ The demand has been fed, and I didn’t have to do it.” 

DIY 
 “It’s not so common around here. We don’t deal with quite such a 

hardware-oriented crowd. They’re used to having someone come in and lay 
their cable, hook up their modem, whatever it might be. We get a lot of 
software types dying to configure the routines once they get it hooked up, 
but that’s not the same thing.” 

 
 

5. Operations manager for an independent New England security system dealer, including ADT; repeat source  

Cable has started to get serious about marketing its security solutions in the last three months, but only discount vendors 
and automation specialists will feel the pressure in the near term. In the long term, vendors like ADT will evolve to fend 
off competition from cable companies. Security remains a premium product, so price is rarely the first consideration for 
most customers. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Comcast had just started promoting its home security product as part of its broadband bundle, but had generated little 
interest to date. Other vendors had yet to establish themselves in this space. Although innovative technologies were 
creating opportunities for industry disruption, very few independent competitors had the necessary market reach or 
entrepreneurial spirit. ADT’s Pulse was viewed as a great product, but mobile home automation/security systems were 

Anyone getting security from 
Comcast is new to the market 
or else trading up from a low-
cost alternative. In either case, 
I don’t see them staying there 
long. 

President  
Rocky Mountain ADT System Dealer 

What I like about Comcast 
coming in is they’re running all 
kinds of commercials with the 
home remote, people pushing 
buttons and turning on lights, 
opening doors, turning up the 
heat. I love that because it 
makes my job easier. When I 
bring out Pulse, the eyes widen 
now; they say, ‘Oh, you have 
that!’ The demand has been 
fed, and I didn’t have to do it. 

President  
Rocky Mountain ADT System Dealer 
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expected to become ubiquitous over the next three years. Broadband solutions offered nothing that specialized vendors 
did not already have. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “Comcast and Time Warner are promoting their security products better than they were in the spring. Verizon seems 

to be going nowhere. I had to dig around just to find it on their site, and interestingly enough it is not really a security 
product at all. It’s a fairly sophisticated remote control system with some monitoring capability. I don’t think it can 
actually transmit a distress call on intrusion or fire.” 

 “But the cable companies are definitely positioned as security systems, so they theoretically would be trying to nose 
up into our space. I don’t see them taking any accounts from us as yet. Our business has been a little slow this year. 
Maybe it’s a flood of all our potential subscribers just moving straight into the cable companies’ embrace. Could be, 
but I doubt it. Security is not something you sign up for without at least calling around to check the deal. We’re not 
even getting people calling around, so my guess is just that it’s a slow season.” 

 “As far as I can tell, our vendor partners aren’t terribly concerned with cable and telco. ADT is eager to get us to 
upsell Pulse and not worried about helping us counter low-end entrants in the market. As a result, our own profits 
have improved a little because we now have a richer product in Pulse that we can sell more aggressively. I suspect 
that’s good for ADT too.” 

Competition 
 “We are not hungry for new accounts right now. It would always be nice, but 

we’re at a good place to ride out the winter and can concentrate on 
upgrading existing accounts and courting the new business that does come 
in. I think a lot of my traditional competitors are in the same general 
position. I would expect more mass-market dealers to be sweating because 
Comcast and Time Warner are priced right to make them squirm. Those are 
the subscribers who are being fought over here.” 

 “Next year, we may get a flood of new business or someone may falter for 
some reason and everyone else will seize the opportunity and pile onto their 
subscriber base. If I’m right, the mass-market dealers will be the ones who 
are faltering and they may get a little desperate with rates, locking people 
into contracts like we saw in 2009 when everyone was sacrificing profit just 
to stay afloat.” 

 “Those of us in the ADT and custom system design segments are not going 
to be suffering like that because our customers are unlikely to jump over 
$10 a month. If they were going to do that, they would have done that by 
now.” 

 “The cable companies may be opening up an all-new market that previously 
thought it couldn’t afford a security system or that it was too complicated. 
They are definitely opening up automation—monitoring and control—as a new consumer product that was previously 
considered something for the high-net-worth market only.” 

 “So this may be a boom for automation that existing players will need to know how to position themselves within in 
order to skim off the customers who may want and be able to pay for a better solution.” 

 “Around here automation is the fastest-growing end of the business, but it is still extremely small. We might rig out 
four houses a year with remote appliance and thermostat controls. Last year we might have done two or three.” 

 “Security itself is probably about where it was. We are keeping our existing accounts but making fewer installation 
appointments. People just aren’t moving in right now. It happens.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “ADT is a fine product and a great brand. We are careful to stock or be able to get everything people ask for when 

they come in the door. They often ask for ADT. Is it the best product for our bottom line? Not always. ADT gets most 
of the money through the service contracts. Is it good to have in our mix? Unquestionably.” 

 “ADT is all about the service centers and the promise of professional monitoring and intervention. It’s like a private 
police force for your home.” 

 “If the cable companies can actually turn security into a mass product, they are going to need service centers and 
professional monitoring and intervention. If I was an existing vendor like ADT or Protection 1, I would be happy to 

The cable companies may be 
opening up an all-new market 
that previously thought it 
couldn’t afford a security 
system or that it was too 
complicated. They are definitely 
opening up automation—
monitoring and control—as a 
new consumer product that 
was previously considered 
something for the high-net-
worth market only. 

Operations Manager  
Independent Security System Dealer 

New England 
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pick up calls from the cable box, defeat my competitors that way. That’s probably coming. Someone has to handle 
the alarms, and as far as I can tell the cable company isn’t equipped for that.” 

 “Otherwise, the equipment is fine, the brand inspires trust, people equate ADT with security already.” 
 “We are pushing a lot of Pulse lately. It’s off a low base, but it gives us something to do while the phones aren’t 

ringing. This is our road into the mass automation space.” 
 “I think people leave ADT because they realize there are local service centers that do the job just as well if not better: 

faster, closer, more attuned to the specifics of where the alarm is coming from and what your habits are. It’s not 
really worth beaming your alarms across the country if you’re serious about home protection.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “The automation side is great. I can’t tell you yet whether it’s priced right because I come from a world where home 

automation is very costly and this is a mass product. I welcome them introducing the public to the joy of remote light 
and climate control. I would expect that’s why people come to these products in the first place.” 

 “The security piece isn’t quite as convincing. If you wanted security and could afford it, you have it by now. These 
cable products don’t provide a compelling reason to switch. If you wanted it and couldn’t afford it, guess what? 
These products look just as expensive. If you wanted it and could afford it, but didn’t think you could afford it, this is 
a good fit for you. You might leave, but you always have that option anyway.” 

DIY 
 “This is a threat to the mass market, low-cost vendors, the Monitronics [Monitronics International Inc.] of the world. 

Basically these vendors are already more on the do-it-yourself side. Likewise, if a cable company makes you do your 
own monitoring and intervention calls, you’re in do-it-yourself land in that respect. People who like to install their own 
equipment are cheap. Our customers just don’t have the expertise, time or patience to plug in their own system and 
make sure it works. The point of a real security system is to take your mind off the details.” 

 “So do I see it? Not in my world. Is it out there? Of course. It’s part of the reason the low end of our industry may not 
be around in two years.” 

 
 

6. Operations manager for a mid-Atlantic security system dealership; repeat source  

Awareness of broadband security solutions is higher than it was in May, but few consumers seem to be signing up. The 
economic tone is not favorable to large numbers of households expanding their service obligations in this way, while 
existing subscribers are unlikely to be lured by competitive offers. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Although broadband vendors were eager to bundle home automation and monitoring services with their existing services, 
consumers knew these companies lacked both the infrastructure and the expertise to back up their claims. All major 
entrants had established a reputation for dismal service and were not taken seriously as emergency responders. ADT and 
Protection 1 already provide popular home monitoring services on mobile 
devices. The long-term competitive threat was real, but only if serious broadband 
vendors acquired and dismantled specialized firms. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “They’re definitely here. Comcast is running ads now that I wasn’t seeing 

three months ago. I don’t think anyone’s leaping to subscribe, but I could be 
wrong.” 

 “Our intake has not changed significantly. We get the same number of 
looky-loo calls that aren’t really serious as we ever did. They’re not being 
drained off by the cable company. And of course the serious customers are 
still with us. There’s no exodus of serious security households jumping because now they can run alarms down the 
cable.” 

 “Business as usual for the reasons we talked about last time. Nobody trusts cable. If you do trust cable and don’t 
have the money for a security contract anyway, you don’t have the money for a cable security contract.” 

Competition 
 “Competition for affluent households is as high as ever. We all offer a pretty good deal on installation and long-term 

monitoring contract. The differentiators are equipment configuration, fine details. It may heat up from here. I don’t 

Business as usual for the 
reasons we talked about last 
time. Nobody trusts cable. 

Operations Manager  
Security System Dealership 

Mid-Atlantic 
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think cable is going to make much of a splash right now. They will have to radically change their service models to 
get any headway here, and that will take at least a year or so.” 

 “The issue is not whether the number of affluent households is rising or falling but whether an entire new tier of 
households—mass affluent, suburban—can be convinced they need $40 a month security. Most are getting along 
more or less fine without it. I think household penetration is something like 25% across the entire industry, with ADT 
sitting on 6 million households and everyone tapering off sharply from there.” 

 “Getting 100,000 or 300,000 or 1 million households to feel rich enough 
that they need to divert $40 a month to protect what they already have 
means not only getting them to feel rich about their stuff but simply putting 
$40 extra a month in their pockets on top of that. I don’t think that feeling 
is there right now. Until we get that burst of optimism, the trend will actually 
be toward conserving money, refusing to make long-term commitments, 
staying liquid.” 

 “For cable or any other mass-market security solution to take off, you need 
that burst of enthusiasm. It happened with cable TV in the first place. It 
happened with broadband. You need a tipping point of confidence that is 
not there. Maybe next year.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “ADT is solid. Pulse is good, but I think they’re hoping it will become a mass 

product like the cable remote. It isn’t. It’s an add-on on top of an existing 
security package, which is already a fairly rarefied population. Granted, $50 
extra a month is not huge if you’re already paying $50 a month for the base 
package, but it’s not going to grow your market or have people coming in and saying, ‘I don’t want security, but I 
heard about this great Pulse. Can I have that?’” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “I cannot say enough bad things about cable and phone service calls. It is a nightmare. Imagine having to deal with 

those menus while your house is on fire. That is the single feature keeping my customers from even considering 
these products.” 

DIY 
 “It’s out there but only as a dodge for the mass-market customer to aspire to the affluent-market technology. It’s 

kind of a cheat. The thing is, when it fails, I hear about it very rarely because usually the person simply gives up. They 
don’t call us to fix it. They pack up the equipment, spackle over the marks and take it back for a refund.” 

 
 

7. President of a high-end, established security company in the Chicago area; repeat source  

This source still does not expect most of his clients to switch to cable/telco products, and continues to estimate that only 
10% left during the first half of the year. His business rose 50% to 60% in the third quarter year to year, to which he 
credits a better economy rather than cable advertising. He has seen 10% more cable and telco trucks in the Chicago area 
this quarter and about 50% more advertising from them. Competition from cable/telco is forcing traditional dealers, like 
him, into painful discounts and giveaways. He also laments the loss to cable/telco of an entire demographic he had 
hoped to reach: 24- to 34-year-olds. However, he predicts that young people will not be loyal to cable/telco security 
systems, which attract consumers through their low startup and monthly costs. Cable’s quality and customer service still 
are much lower than that of established companies, and customers will turn against the cable companies when they 
have to pay hundreds and even thousands of dollars for false alarms and repairs to shoddy work. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
The entry of cable/telco companies into the security market worried this source, even though most of his clientele would 
not consider switching. He estimated that he has lost 10% of his business to the new entrants and was preparing himself 
for further losses. His company fought back by investing in professional-grade video cameras, but the change was costly. 
The cable/telco systems attract consumers with their low startup and monthly costs, but their quality and customer 
service are much lower than that of established companies. He predicted customers would turn against the cable 
companies once they had to pay hundreds and even thousands of dollars for false alarms and repairs. He also warned 

ADT is solid. Pulse is good, but I 
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that to save on expenses, telco companies were working to get rid of the requirement that bans felons from working on 
home security systems. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “I’ve seen about 5% to 10% more cable/telco in the area, and they have ramped up their advertising. It’s massive—

I’d say 50% more advertising than the first part of the year.” 
 “At the same time, we’ve had a big uptick in business. January, February and March were soft, but this quarter we 

are up 50% to 60%. I don’t think it’s really the cable advertising; it’s that more homes are being built, being 
remodeled, more people are spending money now.” 

 “We’re seeing more Xfinity here. Comcast is spending a billion dollars on advertising, AT&T is spending a billion 
dollars, ADT is spending half a billion dollars. And it’s not just the two titans; it’s Cox Cable, Time Warner, Vivint.” 

 “It’s going to be a slaughterhouse. We’re a boutique business, and we’re not even going to get a chance to promote 
our services for 24- to 34-year-olds. They grew up doing everything on the web, and even if there’s a problem with an 
Internet or cable service, they’ll jump on it. Our price is too high for them. Everything is a giveaway.” 

 “You need to have a fair trade price, not a giveaway price. But traditional companies like us are having to discount 
our prices to compete. What we sold for $899 three or four years ago, we’re selling for $199 now. But the cost is still 
$800 to $900 to do it. We’re trying to counter that by raising monitoring fees for $4 a month.” 

 “The cable/telco customers are mostly new and in the 24- to 34-year-old group. They’re open to bundling and don’t 
know any better. Maybe they’re not mature enough. … They have no brand or company loyalty, to their cell phone 
company or anywhere else. I suspect this is the same group that will work with the bundled deal. But if Comcast 
doesn’t provide, they’ll go to AT&T. They’ll hop from vendor to vendor.” 

 “The cable/telcos have to be impacting profits. Even if you’ve diversified 
enough and you’re big enough, you’re going to feel it. We’re finding a vein of 
people who want dead-ringer security performance—$5,000 to $8,000 in 
labor and parts for the deal, with a 48-month contract. But what is the cost 
per hour? This vein is so finite.” 

Competition 
 “With cable and telco getting into the alarm industry, this is going to be one 

big contentious mess.” 
 “I don’t think cable or telco will have the expertise or the phones to handle 

problems. They don’t have the level of expertise they need. It’s a recipe for 
disaster.” 

 “We have a multimillion-dollar operation, and we see maybe 5% attrition a 
year. I have to work constantly just to keep up with it, but we have a lot of 
customer loyalty. The cable companies are probably going to see attrition 
rates of 35% when their contracts end; the customers are going to say, ‘I’m 
leaving; I’m sick of this.’ But the big cable companies really don’t have to 
answer to anyone. Right now they and their lobbyists don’t have to promise 
anything. Cable doesn’t have the same regulatory standards as telephones 
do, so they can be lawless in their level of service.” 

 “Cable is bells and whistles, not real security. Customers have signup fees 
of only $99 and then $30 a month for security, but they are going to be paying for false alarms at $200 to $300 
each. People are going to get incredibly frustrated and get rid of the cable companies.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “ADT is an industry leader. It’s a 135-year-old company with a worldwide footprint. In the residential market, ADT has 

allocated money to buy people like me, who have spent 30 to 40 years building a brand.” 
 “But a lot of us think ADT, well, they’re goofs. Honeywell [International Inc./HON], ADT, [Tyco International Ltd.’s/TYC] 

Wells Fargo [Alarm] should have stayed on top of the home market, and very few people would have gotten in 
between them. But they just kept pushing those acquisitions and lining pockets, and they lost [the residential 
market] just when it was starting to percolate.” 

 “ADT Pulse is a wireless setup. The target is naïve consumers, novices, people into connectivity. The people ADT is 
going for are those who want to run everything on their smartphone. But the market may get so saturated that they’ll 
have to say ‘flat fee.’” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 

You need to have a fair trade 
price, not a giveaway price. But 
traditional companies like us 
are having to discount our 
prices to compete. What we 
sold for $899 three or four 
years ago, we’re selling for 
$199 now. But the cost is still 
$800 to $900 to do it. We’re 
trying to counter that by raising 
monitoring fees for $4 a 
month. 

President, High-end Security Company  
Chicago area 
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 “People go to cable for the brand or the lure of an all-in-one system and the low cost. People may think they are 
getting a deal on home automation from the cable companies—the alarm system and air conditioning you can turn 
on remotely. But wait until the heater is acting funny and a heating and air professional comes out and says, ‘Who 
put this piece of garbage in?’ And oops, they blew the motherboard that costs $1,200. … The big companies are not 
even going to be able to handle all these complaints.” 

 “Some cable/telco are going to give up. They’re not prepared for so many people who are going to call them saying, 
‘My alarm is beeping.’ If the sensor is broken, it’s like a baby crying. The motherboard is going to get upset, and it 
doesn’t care if it’s three in the morning; that beeping is not going to stop.” 

 “The advantage that established security places have is high-touch, local touch. Cable companies are not going to 
give the same amount of customer care; they just don’t have the resources.” 

 “Cable companies generally do not have video verification, so police may not respond to the calls.” 
DIY 
 “There has always been a DIY market. It’s hard to say if it’s on the rise; we don’t normally hear from them. People 

like that may be too embarrassed to call us and say, ‘I flubbed it.’” 
 
 

8. Keith Jentoft, president of RSI Video Technologies’ Videofied, Minnesota; repeat source  

In the last three months, the most striking change in the home security landscape is that Honeywell has joined an 
industry/insurance/law enforcement coalition promoting video verification of alarm calls. The effects from cable/telco 
are minimal. Telco offerings lack the technology to verify a crime in progress, but they are sophisticated enough that this 
source maintains his belief that they will cause a significant disruption, especially for smaller dealers. He also still 
expects ADT to be an acquisition target and that it continues to position itself for such an outcome. Video verification is 
the key turning point in further legitimizing the cable and telco products. Traditional dealers’ best strategy is to 
incorporate video alarms that central stations can use to verify a break-in and ensure a priority response from police. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Telcos’ entry into the security market will be enormously disruptive, especially 
for smaller dealers. The effect was slight to date because telcos still were testing 
their home security programs. Many industry veterans point to new entrants’ 
previous failures, but the technology base has changed and the threat is quite 
real, at least over the long term. Telco offerings’ fatal flaw was that they lack the 
technology to verify a crime in progress, so they were likely to flood law 
enforcement with false alarms, undermine or even end police response to alarm 
calls, and put the entire home security industry at risk. Traditional dealers’ best 
strategy was to incorporate video alarms that central stations can use to verify a 
break-in, weed out false alarms, and ensure a priority response from the police. 
ADT appeared to be positioning itself to be bought by a telecom company, and 
already had joined AT&T in trying to weaken state licensing requirements for 
alarm companies 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “Cable companies are being very aggressive in their marketing. I’m not the 

best person to ask though because my wife opens all the mail.” 
 “We’re very up right now; we have doubled [profits] this past year. Video 

verification has become more and more important.” 
 “I’ve heard through the grapevine that cable companies are starting to look 

at video verification. They’re recognizing [the absence of it] as a weakness.” 
 “What I said previously still holds true: Telcos have not yet really made their presence known or felt. I do believe that 

the telcos will have a massive and disruptive impact but not yet. The impact on traditional security companies so far 
has been slight.” 

Competition 
 “The giant is just testing the waters and morphing in response to what it finds. When the message and products are 

identified, tested and deliver what is needed, then the telcos’ impact will be felt. So far, it is still like Chicken Little.” 

I do believe that the telcos will 
have a massive and disruptive 
impact but not yet. The impact 
on traditional security 
companies so far has been 
slight. … The big companies 
like ADT will figure out how to 
play the game, but the little 
companies have built their 
businesses with their own 
models, and so they’re out. 

President 
 RSI Video Technologies’ Videofied 

Minnesota 
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 “Telcos are a big threat to the little guys. The big companies like ADT will figure out how to play the game, but the 
little companies have built their businesses with their own models, and so they’re out. The competition is likely to 
result in consolidation that could wipe out the small dealers.” 

 “I have heard from many of the ‘old timers’ that this entry will fail like it has always failed. This is where I think they 
miss what is actually happening. Technology has fundamentally changed. While Comcast and others may make 
many mistakes, they are in for the long haul and will evolve. The technology base is different, and they have a 
competitive edge that they will learn how to exploit.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “With all the buying and selling, the ADT brand is not the best loved.” 
 “Video verification is not widespread in ADT, and it’s a lack for them. Eventually, it will cost them customers.” 
 “ADT is positioning themselves to be courted by the telecoms. If ADT believes that this is the direction things are 

going, then that is strong evidence that things will indeed move that way. One reason/rumor that Tyco was broken 
up, splitting the business into ADT residential from Tyco commercial/manufacturing, was because ADT would be a 
good target for a telco. This has not changed, and things point that the dynamics are growing stronger instead of 
weaker. That never happened before. ... I think that they are coming and playing to win.” 

 “ADT joined AT&T in their efforts in Florida to weaken the licensing laws for security company personnel. That’s 
weird. It doesn’t make sense unless you think that’s your exit strategy. I also heard that they have dropped credit 
scores for prospective clients. I believe that ADT’s exit strategy is ultimately to sell to a telco, and they decided that 
they would have greater value if they could help create a telco-friendly licensing structure.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “What I said before hasn’t changed: The new telco entrants have far greater resources and scale than even ADT 

could possibly have. The telcos are playing to their strengths and ADT, even with the Pulse platform, does not have 
the size to compete head to head with the telcos once they have their ‘recipe’ correct.” 

 “Telcos are taking a methodical and scientific approach of testing the product set, testing the feature set, testing the 
marketing message. And they are not done yet. They have massive backend investments to build the infrastructure 
to support the coming business, but they do not pretend that the business is there yet. I have spoken with many of 
the telcos, and none of them believes that they are where they need to be to capture the markets that they have 
identified.” 

DIY 
 “DIY generally means self-monitoring, which is not the same as video verification. I don’t know if there’s more of it 

than before since we serve a different market.” 
 
 

9. J.D. Benfer, president of Response Center USA, Texas; repeat source 

Cable and telco companies appear to be boosting sales for smaller local companies, which will benefit indirectly from the 
significant advertising campaign for home security systems, much as Mr. Benfer predicted three months ago. The dealers 
who are clients at their call center are doing 5% to 10% better this year than last year, after two years of flat sales. To 
benefit from increased consumer awareness, local security companies will need to track features pushed by the cable 
companies and to offer all the best ones to their existing customers. Small dealers who are not proactive are at risk of 
losing business. The telco products continue to be more style than substance, focusing on bells and whistles like 
monitoring the home instead of home safety. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Far from being disruptive, the cable/telcos would indirectly boost sales for smaller local securities companies through 
their massive advertising campaigns. Telco company products were more style than substance, with the focus on 
monitoring family members and the house rather than stopping home theft or crimes. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “I haven’t noticed much of a cable or telco presence in home security in the San Antonio area, either now or three 

months ago.” 
 “We don’t track marketing spending. But what I do know is that if a dealer can’t keep up with the big guys, then that 

dealer is not working very hard. Dealers need to keep track of the features in the big guys’ marketing and 
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incorporate them into their systems. Then they can compete heads-up in the community with better service and 
lower prices. If they’re missing out on the video aspect or some other popular feature, they’re in trouble.” 

 “The paradigm has changed since the big cable guys came in the 1990s. If local dealers are going to go to sleep at 
the wheel, they will be hurt, there’s no doubt about it. But there’s nothing the big guys are capable of that the local 
guy can’t do.” 

 “Cable and telco have brought increased awareness of home security that is actually good for the industry. The 
companies who prosper are the local ones who can learn from the big guys and not panic.” 

 “Dealers who are still selling exactly the same thing they were five or 10 years ago are definitely going to get hurt.” 
 “We had a better year than last year, and we are feeling very optimistic. From the invoices we monitor, our dealers 

are doing 5% to 10% better than they did last year. And that’s very good because the industry has been leveling off 
recently; it has been a flat line for the last couple of years.” 

Competition 
 “As far as the telcos go, we don’t mind competition. The smaller alarm 

companies will benefit from all that advertising, but they’ve got to be 
proactive. It’s really important for dealers to communicate to their existing 
customers that they can offer anything the big guys do, so when the cable 
guy comes, they’ll say, ‘I’ve got that already.’ That way they won’t have to try 
to save those customers when it’s too late.” 

 “We also advise dealers to get off the phone lines entirely; they are going 
away. We had a major carrier that started compressing data and voice over 
IP, and it blew two dealers out of the water. They had to change security 
systems overnight and hope that no one’s house burned down in the 
meantime. … We suggest using weekly test signals so you know if the 
phone lines are not there anymore.” 

 “From what I’ve seen, the telco products are more bells and whistles than 
home protection. It may be fun to turn on the coffee pot automatically, but 
you need actual apprehension of the bad guys to be a real security system. Our system allows us to look at the 
cameras and get a priority response from the police. And that doesn’t seem to be what cable is offering. They would 
have a really hard time gearing for that.” 

 “Yes, most people who are choosing cable/telco are new customers in the market.” 
 “We hear about home automation but don’t monitor it. It’s a natural way for some contractors to go.” 
 “Traditional companies offer better, cheaper and local service.” 
Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “We haven’t heard much from ADT; it still seems rock-solid. However, we’re a central station, and some devices 

suggest a number of people are switching security systems—though not necessarily from ADT. But in these kinds of 
takeovers, ADT and the big guys are the most vulnerable. You can use these devices to [bypass] the lockout code 
without changing the phone number, as you had to do in the old days; cellular devices can redirect you to a central 
station of your choice. And in the last six months to a year, this software has really taken off.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “[The advertising] is glossy, and it looks good. And some people like the convenience of just paying one place for 

everything.” 
DIY 
 “The customers are not the ones we would normally get anyway. But if the unit keeps falling off the wall, maybe 

they’ll appeal for help.” 
 
 

10. CEO for a company that provides custom security systems with wireless activation 

Cable and telco companies’ heavy advertising has boosted home security system sales industrywide. Although the 
residential market for alarm companies has hovered at around 23% for nearly 30 years, in the last year the market has 
climbed to 25%. Cable and telcos’ entry into the alarm business results from consumer flight toward alternatives to cable 
and TV. To build a customer base fast enough to justify their investment, cable and telcos would have to acquire an alarm 
company as large and powerful as ADT. Rumors are afoot that ADT is a potential acquisition target. 

We had a better year than last 
year, and we are feeling very 
optimistic. From the invoices 
we monitor, our dealers are 
doing 5% to 10% better than 
they did last year. And that’s 
very good because the industry 
has been leveling off recently. 

President  
Response Center USA, Texas 
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Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “It would be hard not to notice [cable and telcos in the area]. We’ve seen them a lot more in the last three months—

mailers, some video and radio. Comcast has cut prices twice in a matter of months. Of course, this isn’t the first 
time. AT&T did it awhile back; they failed and had to exit the market pretty quickly. We’re seeing a desperation 
attempt from those companies to keep customers from cutting the cord.” 

 “No one is really interested in choosing Comcast for home security when the facts are explained to them. We only 
know of one customer who has chosen Comcast voluntarily over our company. You don’t even save money with 
Comcast and AT&T, and we have better equipment.” 

Competition 
 “In terms of cable companies getting into the market, it’s good for the 

traditional industry in general. It raises awareness of the products.” 
 “The home security industry has roughly 23% market share in the 

residential market. But with the advent of cable and other companies 
pushing wireless and home automation, the industry is seeing the market 
creep up to 24%, 25%. That is a pretty significant jump for a market that 
has been stagnant for the past two or three decades.” 

 “Some observers say the residential market for home security has gone 
from 20% to 23% in the last year; others say from 22% or 23% to 25%. It 
depends who you talk to.” 

 “Comcast, AT&T and others are entering a market with 12,000 competitors. It’s a different animal than cable or 
wireless. ADT has the most to lose. But we will probably see more of these [cable/telco] companies shutting down 
and selling off their security component, or keeping it as a loss leader while cutting price again and again.” 

 “When I think about the size of the market and the return on investment cable and telecom need to get, I wonder 
why on earth are they doing this? It seems like such a desperate move. They would really have to buy a huge 
[security] company to grow fast enough.” 

 “There is certainly a rumor floating around [about ADT being acquired]. But ADT has had its fair share of troubles. 
When you expand [by buying another company], you’re buying a lot of other complications you may not be ready for. 
There are big challenges around licensing and life safety regulation.” 

 “ADT and traditional companies are focused on home security. The cable companies can do a lot of cross-selling, but 
we’re not talking about cable here; we’re talking about life safety, which is a lot more critical. Cross-selling is all well 
and good, but I don’t want to get financial advice from my plumber. Why should someone get home security from the 
cable guy?” 

 “We have done some research on [whether people using cable/telco are new to the home security market], but it’s 
pretty challenging to pinpoint. … It seems that these are people into self-maintenance, self-monitoring. They are 
definitely people new to the industry and susceptible to mass marketing—maybe not even homeowners.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “ADT and traditional companies are devoted solely to life security and have years of experience. … The cable/telcos 

don’t.” 
 “It’s hard to say what the ADT Pulse adoption rate is. That type of offering is available from us and other companies. 

The intent is to power additional use cases. Pulse is part of that. It has taken advantage of the tailwind Verizon is 
generating with that approach. ADT has gotten some traction that way.” 

 “ADT is the 800-pound gorilla, and their attrition is that of an 800-pound gorilla. The people that they lose each year 
are more customers than most companies ever have. Service might be an issue. As a big company, they have service 
challenges, especially with their disparate network of vendors.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “If history is any judge or indicator of the future, if you look at all the monopolies and oligopolies that got into the 

home security business, pulled out, gave up, shut down all their accounts practically overnight—and life safety isn’t 
like shutting off cable—I’d think, ‘Do I really want to trust my life safety to a big corporation like this?’ Why risk it when 
you have a company that’s solely focused on security, like us or ADT?” 

DIY 
 N/A 

 
 

In terms of cable companies 
getting into the market, it’s 
good for the traditional industry 
in general. It raises awareness 
of the products. 

CEO, Custom Security Company 
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11. Owner and installer for a security company in the Southwest 

The owner has not yet experienced any competition from the telcos. He views telcos’ blind alarm systems as comparable 
to those of many traditional dealers, but added that those systems are inadequate. Traditional dealers are increasingly 
turning to video verification to ensure a priority police response, and without that, telco systems are lifestyle rather than 
true home protection products. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “We haven’t seen too much encroachment from the telcos in our market.” 
 “In the traditional alarm industry, there’s a push across the country to get 

away from the traditional blind response system because the police aren’t 
responding to those calls. Video verification really solves that problem. 
[That’s one reason] I don’t see encroachment by telcos as a huge problem. 
The telcos are trying to capture the home automation market rather than 
the video verification market.” 

Competition 
 “As competition from telcos increases, we’ll probably get more 

consolidation. Some of the smaller guys who are unable to adapt may go 
out of business. But there will always be a place for the smaller companies 
who give high touch, local service.” 

 “Consumers choosing traditional security companies like ADT are probably 
looking for better information, more expertise, and a greater selection of 
options they can install. If they don’t want a turnkey solution and are looking 
for customization, they’ll likely choose a traditional company.” 

 “We spend a lot of time with all of our customers. We’ve had a lot of luck 
with our system; the police respond very quickly when they know the alarm 
is verified on video. We had dozens of arrests in a year in one county alone 
[in which people were caught during a burglary]. Our cameras are relatively 
small and covert; you wouldn’t necessarily see them, especially at night.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “I don’t know enough about ADT products to give you a qualified assessment. Since we do business as well as 

residential security, we probably aren’t competing as much with ADT as some other places. I am not that familiar 
enough with Pulse and their other products to really speak to that.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “The service that customers can expect from a telco or cable company will be the same level of service they already 

get from those companies, which is pretty terrible.” 
 “The technology the telcos are using will be comparable to or possibly even exceed that of traditional blind alarm 

systems. But that’s not the direction the industry needs to go. If you have a traditional alarm system [in which a 
break-in can’t be verified], most police aren’t going to respond to it. I don’t think that consumers understand that, 
but it’s a reality.” 

 “The telcos’ focus is a little gimmicky. It’s more of a consumer-driven demand for a sexy product rather than a 
product for protecting your home and family.” 

 “Bundling of services and brand recognition are the reasons people would probably chose a telco or cable company 
for their home security needs. Those companies have massive marketing budgets and can market this one to their 
audience.” 

DIY 
 “We do run into people who say, ‘Oh, my cousin’s nephew’s uncle is in the security business and installed an alarm 

for us.’ But I don’t think consumers are doing too many DIY systems. I haven’t seen an increase in them.” 
 
 

12. President of an alarm systems company in Massachusetts  

Cable/telco has been advertising more heavily, but the focus is on home automation rather than security. Cable and telco 
companies are losing customers for their traditional business as people flee to alternatives such as Apple TV and Hulu; 

In the traditional alarm 
industry, there’s a push across 
the country to get away from 
the traditional blind response 
system because the police 
aren’t responding to those 
calls. Video verification really 
solves that problem. [That’s 
one reason] I don’t see 
encroachment by telcos as a 
huge problem. The telcos are 
trying to capture the home 
automation market rather than 
the video verification market. 

Owner & Installer  
 Security Company, Southwest 
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they are trying to survive by getting into the home security business. The advertising has raised awareness of home 
security issues and is more of an opportunity for than a threat to traditional companies. The most likely scenario is that 
Comcast or another giant will buy a large home security company, possibly ADT. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “I’ve seen a lot more advertising recently. I’m seeing less promotion on the alarm side and more on the advanced 

services side. In the past few months, I’ve seen less advertising about security and more about home automation.” 
 “Things like Wi-Fi and self-install are game changers; it’s added a new level of complexity [to security systems]. For 

regular nuts and bolts/brick-and-mortar companies, cable and wireless are 
seen as a threat, but it’s really more of an opportunity. Consumers’ interest 
levels are raised.” 

Competition 
 “Do I like them in our industry? No. The person who said competition is 

good is an idiot, especially if it’s unfair competition.” 
 “I wouldn’t be surprised if Comcast buys a large alarm company. They 

might try to buy ADT; it would be no surprise if they did.” 
 “For the most part, people buy alarms because they have to, they’ve been 

robbed or for peace of mind. It’s like life insurance. We still haven’t gotten 
to critical mass with residential. We do it in waves. … Now if cable could 
just advertise [alarm systems] without putting them in, that would be even 
better.” 

 “[Cable/telco] are doing predatory advertising against ADT. I don’t know 
what they’re trying to do. I guess if ADT’s new owners are going to be a 
cable subscriber, maybe it doesn’t matter so much.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “It’s interesting to speculate on whether ADT is preparing [for a takeover]. It bought its competitor Broadview a few 

years ago.” 
Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “We are getting calls constantly about [bad] applications from cable and Wi-Fi. I don’t think those companies are 

going to have the appetite for this.” 
 “The alarm industry is still a labor-intensive industry, very customer-oriented. Comcast is not known for its customer 

service.” 
 “The truth is, cable is going down. It’s losing out to Hulu and Apple TV; they’re hemorrhaging. This is an add-on 

service and the fifth or sixth time they’re tried to get into this industry.” 
DIY 
 “I don’t know if it is on the rise. There has always been a certain amount of people who want to do it themselves, and 

some are very capable. That’s OK, and we can monitor that.” 
 
 

13. CEO of a national security company focused on corporate/government and high-level home security  

This security company was formed in the wake of 9/11 to protect nuclear power plants and utilities from terrorist attacks, 
as well as to offer home security services for some executives involved in national security. The source also serves as a 
security consultant to government, corporations and universities. She believes cable/telco companies have shifted the 
security business into a more consumer-focused industry. Consumers want products tailored to their family and their 
needs, and the new paradigm requires brainpower and creativity to figure out these customized solutions. Like other 
traditional companies, ADT will need to offer more customization to stay competitive. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “Telecommunications systems are looking to invest in new technology, but they’re not consuming the market.” 
 “They’re adding more and more tools and toys and customizing them for the customer. And that’s what should be 

happening. Where does it stop? It starts and stops with the consumer.” 
Competition 

I’ve seen a lot more advertising 
recently. I’m seeing less 
promotion on the alarm side 
and more on the advanced 
services side. In the past few 
months, I’ve seen less 
advertising about security and 
more about home automation. 

President, Alarm Systems Company  
Massachusetts 
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 “There’s an uptick in demand for home security from the consumer as a result of the increased advertising from 
cable and telco.” 

 “Video verification is the way to go. In this case, a picture truly is worth a thousand words. If cable does not do that, 
they will [lose out].” 

 “There’s been a paradigm shift. It’s having a tremendous effect. We need lots of tools in the toolbox. With the trend 
toward [wireless], it requires brainpower to put the hardware together. [Traditional companies] are having to create 
and identify the brainpower to create these new systems.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “The home security business is such a hodge-podge. Everyone is trying to take over, and they’re all the same. They’re 

having to figure out a new paradigm to meet the needs of the consumers. If ADT can get lean and mean enough to 
meet the new demands, they will have to change to offer more customization.” 

 “Offering more customization will mean shifting money around to meet the new demands.” 
Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “As far as monitoring your own home on camera, you don’t know who is looking into that [camera]. Safety for your 

loved ones and personal assets should be the bottom lines. E-commerce just wants you to keep buying more 
gadgets.” 

DIY 
 N/A 

 
 

14. Sales supervisor at a large traditional security company 

Cable and telco companies have become much more active in the home security market during the last three months. 
Traditional security companies are responding by discounting products and increasing their giveaways just to get in the 
door. However, rather than being harmed by the new competitors, the source’s company has seen sales increase by 20%. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “I’ve absolutely seen an increased presence from cable and telco 

companies. We have been seeing them a lot more over the last three 
months. Cox is in the market here in Nevada. And where I’m from, Chicago, 
you see Comcast all over the place.” 

 “You’re seeing more promotions and giveaways. We’re one of the bigger 
companies in the market; it’s just ADT and a few others that are bigger than 
we are. And we are running promotions where we give families in certain 
neighborhoods free security systems; we give them the actual system and 
install it for free. All we ask if that they pay for monthly monitoring.” 

 “New entrants haven’t really hurt us. Our sales are up 20% this year 
compared to last year.” 

Competition 
 “The future of the competition depends. It’s all about convincing people 

they need home security. Typically everyone thinks they don’t need it until 
something happens. And when it does, then it can be too late.” 

 “New entrants do not have a comparable product. Our system is designed 
to protect you even if you’re not at home. We have audio and video 
verification. Cable doesn’t have that.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 N/A 
Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 N/A 
DIY 
 N/A 

 
 
 

You’re seeing more promotions 
and giveaways. … We are 
running promotions where we 
give families in certain 
neighborhoods free security 
systems; we give them the 
actual system and install it for 
free. All we ask if that they pay 
for monthly monitoring. … New 
entrants haven’t really hurt us. 
Our sales are up 20% this year 
compared to last year. 

Sales Supervisor  
Large Traditional Security Company 
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2) HOME SECURITY SYSTEM INSTALLERS 
Four of six sources reported seeing increased advertising from cable and telco companies in the past three months, though 
none said they had lost sales to the newcomers. Two sources have increased marketing and promotional efforts in order to 
compete, and expect decreased profitability as a result of the special offers and installation fee cuts. Cable products are not 
true security offers and are lower quality with low reliability. Still, the mere presence of the big cable and telcos is increasing 
competition, which is likely to affect small local vendors more than traditional national firms like ADT. Customers choosing 
cable/telco options are new to the industry rather than a former client of established players—raising the total addressable 
market and offering the potential for them to trade up to security firms. ADT fares well with its reputation, reliability and 
overall quality. Its Pulse product is slowly catching on but is not in high demand from existing ADT customers. Three sources 
also said those that leave ADT typically return one to two years later after realizing the incremental cost savings or new 
technology that lured them away was not worthwhile. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 

- 4 of 6: Cable/telco presence increasing in the form of more advertising. 
- 6: Not seeing any sales drop as a result of cable/telco entering the market. 
- 2: Increasing their marketing/promotional efforts with special offers, cutting installation fees. 
- 2: Expect a hit on profitability as a result of special offers and fee cuts. 

Competition 
- 4: Competition expected to increase as fight for customers continues. 
- 2: Many small vendors will be eliminated. 
- 4: Cable/telco products not comparable to national security players; unreliable. 
- 3: Cable/telco customers are new to market, not switching from traditional security firms. 
- 1: Industry demand for home security up 10% year to year. 
- 1: Industry demand for home automation up year to year. 
- 2: Industry demand for home automation low, seen as novelty, slow to catch on. 
- 0: Installers leaving ADT. 
- 1: Leaving the installer business in part because of competition from cable/telco. 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
- 4: Name, reputation, reliability, technology, trust are ADT’s key advantages. 
- 4: ADT Pulse yields low demand among existing ADT customers. 

o 1: 5%–10% existing ADT customers asking for Pulse. 
- 3: Customers leave ADT for a less expensive deal, often to return. 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
- 1: Cable chosen for convenience and cost. 
- 1: Cable chosen for convenience only; cost is same as traditional firms. 
- 1: Cable is a novelty product. 
- 4: Cable is a poor quality, unreliable product. 

DIY 
- 4: Not seeing more DIY installations. 

o 2: seeing less DIY. 
 
 

1. Technician for an independent security firm in the Southwest; repeat source  

Comcast is becoming a more aggressive competitor, but most of its influence has been in the form of drag on 
addressable market growth. Overall business is strong as the housing market recovers. Established customers are not 
switching to IP security systems. Increased competition in the home automation space is depressing interest for ADT’s 
Pulse and similar mobile control products, a change from this source’s more positive outlook in May. 
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May 29 Interview Summary 
ADT appeared well positioned to maintain its place as a leading specialized security firm, and its Pulse product was 
expected to be key to that story. Broadband security packages were priced to compete with ADT, which was about double 
what value-oriented residential customers were willing to pay. Most independent vendors still were operating in defensive 
mode and did not relish having to fight new entrants for prime accounts. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “Comcast is definitely here pushing their Xfinity Home product. This has 

ramped up just in the last three months.” 
 “I don’t know exactly how much they’re spending on advertising or how 

many people they’re signing up that could otherwise have had us install 
conventional security systems for them.” 

 “Time Warner has its own problems in this part of the country, so they are 
mostly working on damage control. Cox has been quiet but has the most 
traditional security setup from what I’ve seen, so they may be the biggest 
real threat.” 

 “I don’t see it as a big drain on sales, because the security companies are 
keeping up. So far I see some deeper installation discounts from companies 
like ADT just to keep up with the crazy deals the cable companies are 
advertising. That’s got to be a factor on [the security vendors’] near-term 
profitability. They’re hoping that by matching $99 installation offers they 
can make up the lost resources in monthly monitoring fees.” 

Competition 
 “I think things get crazier from here. What is really happening is that 

Comcast and the others are only winning households that are new to the area so they’re already shopping for the 
best all-in data and cable and phone and security package. They are not getting anyone established to switch simply 
because they now have a quadruple play. Not one person. All their customers are new to the security market.” 

 “Cable security looks like a bad product across the board except for Cox, which is a normal security system that 
feeds across an Internet connection instead of a phone line. The monitoring is nonexistent, the hardware is not really 
reliable, the connection is frankly irresponsible because you know how overloaded household data already is.” 

 “Demand for home security is about 10% above where it was last year. That’s people moving in—not counting those 
who go to the cable companies—and people switching. We get them on both sides. More people are moving in than 
are leaving. More people than ever are switching security providers. There’s a lot of transition in this market, and the 
cable companies just make it more complicated.” 

 “Demand for pure automation is so low, I can’t really talk about that.” 
Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “I’m staying right where I am for right now purely because of name value 

and because ADT trained me. But that won’t stop me from broadening my 
options and investigating other networks that might be more on the ball. I 
think customers choose ADT because of the brand name and the 
advertising. Stop the ads, and the installation calendar zeroes out.” 

 “Pulse is a lot like security for a cable company. You sell Pulse at the 
beginning or you don’t sell it at all. You don’t approach existing subscribers 
and offer them Pulse, much like cable isn’t winning a lot of people for their 
security systems that they already have on their network. The upgrade there 
is maybe 10% at the very most into the existing systems.” 

 “People who leave ADT go to a cheaper conventional security company. 
That’s why ADT pricing is basically the top end of the conventional industry. 
People come in for the big brand and a lot of them stay. If the budget gets 
tight in another area, they look to the security service as a way to cut back. 
Not a whole lot of people are cutting back now, but enough are curious to 
keep the equipment moving in and out.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 

I don’t see it as a big drain on 
sales, because the security 
companies are keeping up. So 
far I see some deeper 
installation discounts from 
companies like ADT just to 
keep up with the crazy deals 
the cable companies are 
advertising. That’s got to be a 
factor on [the security vendors’] 
near-term profitability. 

Technician  
Independent Security Firm, Southwest 

Comcast and the others are 
only winning households that 
are new to the area so they’re 
already shopping for the best 
all-in data and cable and phone 
and security package. They are 
not getting anyone established 
to switch simply because they 
now have a quadruple play. Not 
one person. 

Technician  
Independent Security Firm, Southwest 
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 “The cable system is all about convenience. It’s not about price, because they charge what ADT charges. It’s not 
about quality or value, because you’re getting a worse service solution for the money. The alarm goes off for no 
reason. The alarm should go off but then can’t communicate to the monitoring desk because, guess what, the power 
is down or the modem has fried or both.” 

DIY 
 “I am seeing less of this. Installation was a mini-craze maybe three years ago when everyone was eager to save a 

few bucks but now the budget concern is lower and, to be honest, the equipment providers have made installation 
so much cheaper that the incentive just isn’t there to mess around with your home wiring. You don’t actually save 
hundreds of dollars by almost electrocuting yourself or burning your house down any more. You maybe save $99 at 
the most. That’s not worth it.” 

 
 

2. ADT technician in the mid-Atlantic  

While rebates are keeping new competitors in check, ADT still faces significant pressure from traditional rivals desperate 
for share. Churn is accelerating after recent monitoring rate increases. ADT’s Pulse is not sweetening the deal. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “Comcast is definitely getting serious. Three months ago I would not have 

known that they were even in this business, and now I’ve heard about 
Xfinity from a couple of people. The phone companies are not nearly as big 
a force, or maybe I just haven’t heard that much from them.” 

 “I can’t really say much about how big our marketing bills are, but the 
special offers are definitely everywhere. The $99 installation free activation 
has basically become the typical deal now, which means the company is 
basically giving most of the people I work with the equivalent of five or six 
months’ free service in the form of a $250 installation rebate.” 

 “I don’t think many people are going to the cable companies simply because 
the offers are comparable. There’s no upfront cost difference between going 
with cable and going with ADT. In some cases ADT actually works out 
cheaper on the installation. So if Comcast is getting anyone to sign up, they 
must be people who aren’t really in the market for security anyway. I don’t 
know if we’re officially ‘losing’ that customer or not.” 

Competition 
 “What I do see is that long-term customers are leaving ADT, hanging out for a few months or even a year or two at 

another security company like Monitronics, which is easily $10 to $15 a month cheaper than ADT, and then getting 
pulled back by a special deal. I am starting to go into places I initially hooked up to reinstall ADT equipment after a 
lapse and I’ve only been here 18 months.” 

 “We have got to make these people an offer to come back. I don’t know how good it is but it shows you how willing 
ADT is to negotiate in order to win these people back. Competition is fierce. We may not see it in the listed rates, but 
the amount of reinstallation activity I see means that people are switching multiple times in a year in order to chase 
cheaper deals.” 

 “Most people come to ADT first because this is the biggest security network out there. I think most customers at 
other security companies like Monitronics come there from ADT. Those companies are very willing to make a deal, 
which is probably where the installation-and-reinstallation cycle starts.” 

 “I am probably installing the same number of systems as I was last year, maybe a few more a month. Demand for 
home security seems pretty stable. Automation is not really our business. I will occasionally set up a medical monitor 
or other advanced system, but it’s rare.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “I think ADT has the best product out there. It’s priced like the best product. It’s reliable and does exactly what 

people sign up to get it to do. It’s not fancy, not really innovative, not revolutionary. It rarely turns your lights on and 
off for you, but that’s OK. This is home security.” 

 “In general, people seem to want tried-and-true instead of slick-and-quick for security. This is their home and their 
family we’re looking at, not better download speed or more entertainment channels. That probably cuts against the 

The $99 installation free 
activation has basically 
become the typical deal now, 
which means the company is 
basically giving most of the 
people I work with the 
equivalent of five or six months’ 
free service in the form of a 
$250 installation rebate. 

ADT Technician, Mid-Atlantic 
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cable security. It’s a frivolous purchase for those households, so if they need to cut back on spending, that’s the first 
thing to go. Home security from a security company is more of a necessity and actually counts to lower homeowner’s 
insurance and things like that.” 

 “I have heard a lot about recent rate increases giving customers an excuse 
to shop around and maybe leave. I don’t do too many of the equipment 
removals, so I don’t really know what we’re trending there. But I’ve taken 
out some systems lately and the homeowner was very upfront: ‘We found a 
better deal.’” 

 “Pulse is slowly becoming part of the standard installation package, mostly 
because it’s a great add-on to get people to sign if they’re reluctant. Beyond 
that, I’m not going into any houses that already have the system in place 
and adding Pulse. And I haven’t done any reinstallation calls with Pulse in it, 
so maybe people just don’t want it unless it’s free with the package.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “My real problem with the cable and the phone company is that their service 

is so unreliable. Nobody in the world wants to make room in their lives for 
an extra service call to hook up something as complicated as security. So 
only people who are just moving in and need installation will ever do this. 
Going beyond that, I’ve heard that Xfinity is not very good, but who knows? 
It’s a brand-new product. I don’t think I’d trust my home to a brand-new 
product, but maybe other people are more forgiving.” 

DIY 
 “It’s almost always a mess. Besides, you can’t actually get our equipment to 

install, can you? If you can’t install our equipment, you can’t really use our 
service. If you can’t use our service, when am I going to see you? Most of the botched jobs I see are one or two days 
old once the homeowner realizes he’s made a mistake. I don’t see very many. Maybe there are a lot out there and it 
always works fantastically.” 

 
 

3. Technician for a Northeast ADT system dealer; repeat source  

Demand for new residential and commercial security systems is weak across the board. Nontraditional vendors may be 
getting better traction with their home automation packages, but in terms of security their market presence remains 
minimal, as stated by this source in May. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Neither corporate nor affluent residential customers were taking Comcast and the phone companies seriously as security 
providers. Mobile access was a competitive necessity. The rise of VoIP telephony was creating security challenges that 
nonspecialized vendors were not equipped to address. Self-installation was always a fringe market and had not become 
unusually prevalent. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “In the last six months, I’ve seen a lot more coverage of Comcast and Time Warner Cable getting aggressive about 

their home security services but very little follow-through. It feels less like a real marketing push and more like 
they’re exploring to see whether there’s even a market here.” 

 “I’m not sure how much ADT or LifeShield [Inc.] or FrontPoint is spending, but I don’t see it ramping up much. ADT is 
trying to make more of an effort to motivate their licensed dealers to get out there and sell. I don’t see that aimed at 
cable or phone security. I see it as trying to get us to grow the security market for them.” 

 “I don’t think these new entrants are impacting sales. I ask customers I lose where they’re going, and none of them 
say Comcast.” 

 “New entrants might be a factor in other parts of the country but even there, it may be too early to say. Are ADT and 
LifeShield fighting tooth and nail with the cable companies to keep subscribers from defecting? If that was 
happening, you would see a lot of retention incentives and probably a lot more adoption of Pulse on the ADT side 

What I do see is that long-term 
customers are leaving ADT, 
hanging out for a few months 
or even a year or two at 
another security company like 
Monitronics, which is easily 
$10 to $15 a month cheaper 
than ADT, and then getting 
pulled back by a special deal. I 
am starting to go into places I 
initially hooked up to reinstall 
ADT equipment after a lapse 
and I’ve only been here 18 
months. 

ADT Technician, Mid-Atlantic 
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because that’s the obvious carrot ADT has to get people to stay. But you are not seeing that, so ADT is not burning 
money to defend itself.” 

Competition 
 “Competition will heat up in the future, but it will not be before many independent operators are forced out of the 

marketplace. Until that happens, companies like ADT have plenty of room to grow simply because they’re already 
one of the first names people think about when they think security.” 

 “They have a dominant position on new accounts and the resources to keep more accounts once they sign. Smaller 
companies come lower down on the list of companies people will call, and as you know if you’re below three or four, 
you don’t really have a good chance of being called at all. And they don’t have the resources to create new services 
and incentives, so their attrition is higher.” 

 “I still say a cable security product is an oxymoron. They may be having 
success on automation, but that’s really a sideshow.” 

 “Cable customers must be all new because they aren’t going through 
existing security channels. They aren’t calling us to bid on these 
installations. They aren’t dropping us to go to their systems. They aren’t 
dissatisfied with their security systems and looking for a new vendor. 
They’re simply not in our universe at all.” 

 “The big vendors have all the inertia, but the inertia isn’t there. I might 
actually think the industry is shrinking a little overall as businesses that 
once had security close and storefronts go empty. In residential, installation 
activity is still healthy but not exactly accelerating.” 

 “Everyone wants a mobile interface, so demand for automation has gone 
from ‘niche’ to ‘necessity.’ Beyond mobile, home automation was a very 
rarefied market last year and now people are at least asking about whether 
they can control appliances, turn lights on and off.” 

 “We are with ADT for the duration. They want us to win. And if things stay as 
tough as they are, we have a much better chance of winning with their giant brand recognition than we would going it 
alone.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “Pulse is great and offers everything people want. The cable version is really dumb, with minimal control. Basically 

it’s a camera feed that points at your phone. Beyond that, ADT has enormous brand awareness behind it and a truly 
battle-tested offering. The service works. It’s got people monitoring the system and making the tough choices when 
there’s an incident. It gets better outcomes.” 

 “Reputation brings them in and superior technology at a competitive price gets them to sign the deal.” 
 “Pulse adoption rate by existing customers is low. We are a low-touch service, not something that people agonize 

over and change their minds every few months. People want to get their system in place and then forget about it 
forever. I think Pulse is increasing, but very few people call out of the blue and say, ‘Give me the new thing.’” 

 “It’s the usual churn. People switch to LifeShield a lot, switch back to ADT, go to Vivint or whatever it might be, come 
back. Right now cost is a factor so a few more people are jumping ship than are coming aboard. In a year, retention 
may be better. ADT tends to be the ‘starter’ system so if the market picks up, they should get the bulk of the new 
subscriptions.” 

 “ADT’s brand is very important. ADT is security in many minds. It’s the first company people call, and it’s the 
benchmark by which they judge any additional estimates they receive to handle their security.” 

Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “I would expect convenience and cost would be the only motive. Someone who doesn’t have security gets a flier in 

the mail saying ‘Now you can afford it, and it will be easy.’ That’s really it.” 
DIY 
 “I see it happening less, actually. The technology-aware homeowner is becoming rarer and not keeping up with what 

they need. They can’t hook up their own phone lines. They can’t hook up their own cable modem. They’re not going 
to decide to set up their own IP video cameras.” 

 
 

I don’t think these new 
entrants are impacting sales. I 
ask customers I lose where 
they’re going, and none of them 
them say Comcast. … Cable 
customers must be all new 
because they aren’t going 
through existing security 
channels. 

Technician, ADT System Dealer 
Northeast 
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4. Technician for a Southeast ADT system dealer; repeat source 

Nontraditional security products still are not making significant inroads in established markets. Although a stop-and-go 
housing market pushed many installations back into the third quarter, other prospects are stranded in the process and 
may never become actual subscribers. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Broadband providers had made minimal headway with their security products. This source’s pipeline of new system 
installations was picking up marginally as the housing market improved. Competition was not intense. Many local 
dealerships were weakened by the recession and were not equipped to grow. ADT’s Pulse and rival mobile interfaces 
were becoming the industry standard. Self-installation had become a bit more prevalent but was not a threat. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “We have Comcast here. They’re not really a big player, and so far I haven’t seen much in the way of formal 

marketing. I didn’t see it six months ago, and I don’t see it now.” 
 “I’m not really seeing a marketing increase. I bet ADT will be advertising more aggressively from here on out, but they 

might not. They already get a big share of the accounts from people moving into this region so don’t really have to 
advertise more than they already do.” 

 “I haven’t seen much of an impact on sales. Maybe a few people in this part 
of the country have tried security from Comcast or the phone company. By 
‘a few’ I mean one or two households, 10 at the most. That’s not a big 
impact.” 

 “Ten households didn’t really hurt any of the established players or their 
profitability.” 

Competition 
 “A lot of dealers are in life support mode and aren’t expanding or marketing 

themselves. They’re really just biding their time until the market starts 
booming and they can ride the wave, or else they’re hoping to hang on until 
they can retire.” 

 “Competition in that kind of market can get intense or it can be slack. Right 
now it’s on the slack side. You need someone on the dealer level actively 
trying to win business from rivals. That’s not happening here yet.” 

 “Their product looks like all sizzle and no steak. The mobile interface like Pulse is the sizzle that wins accounts these 
days. It’s the differentiator on top of a competitive product. But there’s no actual steak there, no bonded monitoring 
center, nobody actually watching your house when you turn off your phone.” 

 “I think those 10 families would not have gone to ADT otherwise. Now that they’re in our market they may eventually 
move up. Maybe not.” 

 “Industry demand for home security compared to last year is OK. We are still doing more installations than we’re 
losing customers, but I’m not exactly hiring a lot of people to keep up with the flow. The problem is the housing 
market is delaying or canceling a lot of transactions. They reschedule, we wait, they reschedule again. Maybe they’ll 
all come around in the rest of the year, but I don’t think so.” 

 “Home automation is still a novelty.” 
 “Having the ADT shield is great for us. We are not leaving.” 
Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “ADT is the steak that people trust and sign up for. They are getting the sizzle—Pulse—out there better now. Once 

they do, they have both pieces, and the cable company doesn’t have a chance.” 
 “Reputation, results. This is a no-nonsense sale. People want a brand they can trust. Nobody trusts the cable guy.” 
 “Adoption rate of Pulse by existing customers is getting better, but it’s still not well known. Maybe one in 10 or 20 

call us and ask for it. Once they do, they don’t switch back, so it’s growing.” 
 “Attrition is the usual cycle. People start with ADT and get bored or want to save money or something, drift to 

LifeShield or Vivint or an independent service that promises a cheaper deal. Something goes wrong, they move back 
to ADT and never leave.” 

 “ADT is the rock. People pay more for the rock, for the reliability of the system.” 
Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 

Adoption rate of Pulse by 
existing customers is getting 
better, but it’s still not well 
known. Maybe one in 10 or 20 
call us and ask for it. Once they 
do, they don’t switch back, so 
it’s growing. 

Technician, ADT System Dealer 
Southeast 
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 “I’d say novelty. It remains to be seen how long any of those 10 families last before wandering off to the next gizmo 
or toy.” 

DIY 
 “There’s some of that, but we are happy to do their installation for a deep discount in order to win the ongoing 

service contract. They know that doing their own installation doesn’t save them any money, is probably more 
expensive, leads to a potentially flawed situation and may void the warranty. We see more people who did their own 
installation calling us for a new hookup than we do people who look into our installation fees and opt to go their own 
way.” 

 
 

5. Owner and components installer, small security company in Illinois  

This 20-year industry veteran recently retired, in part because of cable/telco competition. He also cited liability issues 
and personal health problems. He predicts that many other small home security owners like himself also will be driven 
out of business. ADT is competent and doing well, but it glosses over some important services like fire protection. ADT’s 
premium prices are justified if it is adding additional services to the basic package. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “Oh sure, we are seeing a lot of them. They are already in the house, so they want to add on more things a la carte.” 
 “I’ve been in the security business for 20 years. We’ve run into a lot of [cable and telco] companies who get in the 

business and offer free security systems, pepper the market and then leave. Everyone thinks they can do this. They 
use really cheap materials that don’t last.” 

Competition 
 “Unfortunately you may see more mom-and-pop outfits, people like myself, going by the wayside. It may just not be 

profitable to do business anymore, and they may end up selling out to larger accounts.” 
 “I just got out of the business myself actually, just this month. We’re winding things up. I’m going to do high-end 

electronics stuff, maybe sell a few security components in my new business. [Cable/telco competition] was only 
partly to blame.” 

 “I’ve had two bouts of cancer recently so I can’t do all the crawling around in basements and attics like I used to do. 
My body just isn’t up to it anymore. But there’s also a terrific amount of liability when you’re selling life security 
systems. Say if you sell a system and the customer declines service on it, then someone gets hurt in a fire 10 years 
later, you may still be liable.” 

 “The cable industry has very busy corporate law departments that can take on these issues, but they would be a real 
threat to a small business owner like myself.” 

 “You’ll always see a demand for home security on the high end, for high quality. There are always people up to no 
good, and unfortunately the economy has made some people a little more desperate than before. But fire protection 
is another important reason to have it.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “ADT is a big outfit that’s busy getting as many people as they can. It’s fine, although they may breeze over some 

issues, like fire protection.” 
 “I had an ADT system installed in my home a long time ago, when I was still in the corporate world and traveling quite 

a bit. I had a few problems with it and fixed it myself. That’s how I got my start in the alarm business.” 
 “The premium rate for certain [ADT] products seems reasonable because the company is taking the basic rate and 

adding on more services.” 
Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “I haven’t studied cable that much, but as long as there’s a cable, they can add other components.” 
 “The work is not high quality.” 
DIY 
 N/A 
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6. Owner and technician for a home security company in California; repeat source  

Cable/telco companies still are not active in the source’s area and have had no effect on his business at all. He is busier 
than last quarter. Cable/telcos do shoddy alarm work and are too poor at servicing contracts to gain market share. He 
still does not expect any real competition from them for at least 10 years. Traditional companies have established trust 
among many demographics, including old people and single mothers, who would be reluctant to turn over their security 
system to telco or cable personnel. 

May 29 Interview Summary 
Cable/telco companies were not encroaching on this home security company’s market share, and would not for at least 
10 years. Established companies have superior response time, expertise, training, extensive employee background 
checks, and a UL-certified connection. 

Presence and Effect of Cable/Telcos 
 “I haven’t noticed Comcast or others getting into our market. There hasn’t been any change in the last three months. 

They haven’t had any effect on my business at all, good or bad.” 
 “We are busier than usual. I don’t think that their advertising had anything to do with it though.” 
Competition 
 “Everything else I said still stands. When it comes to home security, the cable guys are clowns. These guys are not 

real competition because they’re not well trained. In the systems we’ve run across, they were not properly trained on 
how to install it, so the workmanship was shoddy and we have to tear it all out. They also take shortcuts.” 

 “Their rates are pretty high to begin with, so it’s not attractive for the small customers. Cable/telco companies will 
not present any real competition for at least 10 years.” 

Pros/Cons of ADT 
 “I’m not that big a fan of ADT. Their basic product isn’t that good. It sells systems here for about $100 for the front 

and back door. Well, that’s not an alarm system. If someone broke in, you would have only one zone violated, and 
here the police don’t even come out unless there are two zones are violated. You need sensors on all the windows 
and a motion detector.” 

 “I don’t think you should charge a premium for what is really basic security.” 
 “I have no opinion about Pulse.” 
 “Wireless has come a long way in the past few years, and they have batteries that last for five years. But I still think 

wired is better.” 
Pros/Cons of Cable/Telcos 
 “I don’t know what brands they’re using, but the level of service just isn’t comparable. We respond right away, and 

we’re bonded, insured, finger-printed and licensed. We work with single mothers, old people and others where you 
need a high level of trust to let someone in your home. The cable companies don’t have that; they don’t know what 
they’re doing.” 

 “I really don’t know why anyone would go with a cable company. They would have to be new to the security 
business.” 

 “The advantage to using an established company is that they’re local, and there’s a certain amount of trust. The 
service is better and the system is better. We work with central stations where there are multiple locations and 24/7 
service. They are UL-certified; they’re big. They know what they’re doing, and they’re never short-staffed. None of that 
is true for cable companies, except that they’re big.” 

DIY 
 “I haven’t seen an increase in DIY. I think it’s a big mistake anyway. People who don’t know what they’re doing can 

really hurt themselves.” 
 
 

Secondary Sources 
These six secondary sources discussed audio and video verification, the rapidly increasing number of competitors offering DIY 
home automation systems, and a review naming ADT as the leader in professional home security products. 
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VIDEO VERIFICATION 
These two sources illuminated the benefits and ability of video verification to significantly deplete the number of false alarms 
for a city, but also discussed the threat from hackers to the systems. 
 
 Aug. 23 Your West Valley opinion piece 

This citizen stated that ADT offers an affordable packaged that uses video verification. Video-verified responses have 
been used in many cities to significantly reduce the amount of false responses and places the burden of identifying 
threats on the home security services. 

 “Surprise PD reports that they respond to an average of 4,000 alarms a 
year with only three to four being legitimate calls for service.” 

 “The PD admits that many times an alarm owner was unaware they had 
an alarm response until they receive a letter in the mail that the police 
responded to a false alarm. One more call and they support a $150 
fine, which several on the City Council suggest should be higher.” 

 “On Aug. 6, there were a couple of representations given to council that 
were not accurate. … The claim was that most alarm companies don’t 
have the audio or video technology to verify someone is in the home or 
business. This isn’t true.” 

 “ADT offers two packages for customers. One for $36.99 a month that 
doesn’t have a two-way voice monitoring system. For $6 more a month 
you have an intercom system that does monitor the interior of your 
home and provide one source of ‘verification’ needed.” 

 “A verified response system places responsibility on the alarm 
companies where it belongs. Alarm companies are for profit and are 
using a public resource, the police departments, as part of their 
marketing campaign. Many cities are now realizing the burden this 
practice places on tax-paying citizens and are requiring the for-profit 
companies to complete the service they are charging and being paid 
for.” 

 “In these cities the alarm companies are contracting with private 
security firms to check the validity of an alarm before dispatching the 
police department. This has drastically reduced the number of false 
calls and saved tens of thousands if not hundreds of thousands of 
dollars depending on the size of the city.” 

 
 Sept. 9 Info Packets article 

Hackers have accessed and distributed the private video footage from home security cameras sold by TRENDnet. This 
could lead to consumer distrust in security cameras as well as privacy concerns. 

 “A seller of Internet-based home security cameras and baby monitors has settled with the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) after private video content was accessed by hackers.” 

 “TRENDnet sells a range of ‘SecurView’ cameras that allow customers to monitor activity in their homes through 
the Internet. Suggested uses include monitoring a baby or checking a home’s security while away on vacation. 
The company repeatedly used the word ‘secure’ when marketing its products.” 

 “Unfortunately, the security had three major shortcomings: 
 “First, there was a design flaw that allowed hackers to bypass a login system and access live feeds.” 
 “Second, the company sent login details to customers using a plain text, unencrypted form—meaning anyone 

who intercepted the communication would be able to read the information.” 
 “Finally, TRENDnet produced dedicated special mobile applications that stored login details in plain text form—

meaning anyone who got hold of the device could access the camera feeds.” 
 “In January 2012, a hacker shared details of how to exploit TRENDnet’s security flaws. A group of hackers then 

posted links to footage from almost 700 home cameras, letting anyone watch users’ private content.” 
 “The FTC pointed out that this was its ‘first action against a marketer of an everyday product with 

interconnectivity to the Internet and other mobile devices—commonly referred to as the ‘Internet of Things.’” 
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COMPETITION IN THE HOME SECURITY MARKET 
The following three sources highlighted a plethora of home security systems entering the market, from Amazon.com Inc. 
(AMZN) to newcomers like Canary and Piper. 
 
 Sept. 3 FierceCable article 

Amazon is entering the home security market with its Home Automation store that contains a multitude of products that 
sync up with smartphones, which will appeal to DIY or price-conscious home security users. 

 “Two years after introducing a streaming video service that appeals to 
cable cord-cutters, Amazon launched a store that could compete with 
burgeoning home security and automation services from Comcast, 
Verizon, Time Warner Cable and other telecom providers.” 

 “The Home Automation store that Amazon opened Tuesday features 
dozens of products including smart thermostats, light bulbs and 
switches, security cameras, door locks and motion sensors. While 
cable operators offer similar products with services such as Comcast’s 
Xfinity Home and TWC’s IntelligentHome, Amazon doesn’t charge 
monthly subscription fees to use the home automation and security 
devices it is selling.” 

 “Amazon’s new store could appeal to early adopters who would prefer 
to configure their own home automation and security network instead 
of paying for a service offered by a cable operator, telco or home 
security provider such as ADT.” 

 “Similar to Amazon’s approach of using an over-the-top approach to sell movies and TV shows through Amazon 
Instant Video, the home automation store could help it grow revenue by selling products that rely on broadband 
infrastructure investments made by telecom companies.” 

 
 Sept. 11 article from The Next Web 

Canary is a new security device that syncs up with a smartphone to keep up-to-date with all home activities and allow 
police contact when necessary. Canary has massive support from consumers, which is shown by the amount of money 
raised for the project. Canary’s Indiegogo page raised $1,960,884 to complete the project. 

 “Canary, the home security device that plays nicely with your smartphone to keep you up to date of happenings 
at home even while you’re not there, is now available to pre-order priced at $199.” 

 “While pre-orders were not expected to go live just yet, the company sent out a note to its Indiegogo backers to 
let them know that additional devices would be made available at the early bird price of $199—making it less 
than some of them paid via the Indiegogo project. Delivery is expected from July 2014.” 

 “To rectify the pricing imbalance, the company is offering Canary buyers who pre-ordered a matte black or silver 
device (one or two units) either three months of premium Canary Cloud service (which brings extra video storage 
and other features) or the option of their money back. Anyone that fails to state a preference will automatically 
get three months of Canary Cloud service.” 

 
 Sept. 10 Digital Trends article 

Piper’s security system allows the tracking of homes through smartphones and includes features that can distinguish 
between pets and humans and record video after a break-in occurs. 

 “Although it can be hard to sort through the plethora of new items each week [on Kickstarter], Piper smart home 
security system wants to stand out from the crowd. That’s because unlike most companies that have a basic 
prototype of the device, Piper is real live product that’s ready to ship as soon as November. We were invited to 
test the device in a remote demo session, hooking our New York-based iPhone 4S with the developer’s Ottawa-
based Piper.” 

 “At a glance, Piper is a combination of a security camera and home automation system all wrapped in one little 
rectangle device. It’s got a fisheye lens camera and environmental sensors built in to record videos, recognize 
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movements, and detect significant temperature and humidity changes, all packaged with a clean, unobtrusive 
design.” 

 “The key to Piper’s functionality is its integration with Z-Wave-based home automation system. Z-Wave is a 
series of wireless communication protocols designed to help you customize home automation.” 

 “For example, you can install a Z-Wave motion sensor on the door and it will recognize when the door is swung 
open and closed. You can also hook a Z-Wave device on anything that’s powered by an on/off button and it will 
realize when the device turns on. All this information is centralized back to Piper, so everything that happens in 
your home is reported back to one source: Your smartphone.” 

 “From what we could see in our iPhone 4S, the quality is good enough to check when something unusual 
happens in your home.” 

 “While there are no monthly fees to use Piper, the company aims to launch a cellular-enabled version soon. With 
this addition, if a power outage occurs, Piper can stay online as long as phone signals are available. As Piper 
becomes smarter and can use the Internet to its advantage, it can also begin aggregating local data to further 
automate your home. This means recognizing when the sun sets to put the lights on, or turning the air 
conditioning on when indoor temperature gets past a certain point. A weatherproof, outdoor version of Piper is 
also in the works.” 

 “While it won’t replace a complete home security system, Piper’s portability makes it ideal for renters and city 
dwellers to keep tabs on their small spaces in case of emergencies.” 

 
 
HOME SECURITY REVIEW 
Reviews placed ADT at the top of professionally installed security systems, thanks to its mobile control and ability to notify the 
police when an alarm is tripped. 
 
 Sept. 9 Consumer Electronics Net article 

6Webs.com named ADT as a leader of security systems for homeowners with children. It excels in professionally installed 
home security systems, while FrontPoint Security is winning consumers over with its cell-phone based technology. 

 “6Webs.com is the leader in home security systems reviews. 
Consumers that are in the market for an alarm system can compare 
the features and services of the country’s leading security system 
companies online at 6Webs.com. 6Webs.com recently finished 
conducting their reviews of the best home alarm systems for 
homeowners with children. The reviews at 6Webs.com are conducted 
on an annual basis and the leading providers are ranked and reviewed 
on their website.” 

 “6Webs.com spokesman Tim Smythe stated, ‘Homeowners with 
children prefer security systems with remote access including the ability 
to receive text message alerts when events occur at the home. This 
allows parents to keep tabs on their family like knowing when their 
children come home from school. More advanced features like 
streaming video from a wireless home security camera directly to a 
smartphone are also highly preferred.’” 

 “The best home alarm system company for children is FrontPoint Security. FrontPoint Security delivers great 
service to their customers and offers a 30-day money back guarantee. FrontPoint Security’s capability to keep a 
fantastic customer service rating coupled with their cellular-based technology has made them a favorite among 
buyers.” 

 “The other top rated home alarm system companies in Delaware are Protect America and ADT Security.” 
 “Protect America has brought an incredible degree of value to the alarm system marketplace by providing free 

upfront equipment.” 
 “ADT Security is the clear leader when it comes to professionally installed home security systems. ADT Security 

provides their customers with brand name equipment and has a number of plans and services to select from.” 
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Additional research by Scott Martin and Diana Hembree 
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